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s Loyal Durand, Jr. was an active mem- a ee 

Authors and Artists bel of the Wisconsin Academy in the 2 - gs 
David Allen 1930s and 1940s serving as secretary, ~ ‘ é 

2 : aaa . editor of the Transactions, and a contri- Fo : f 
* a a ‘a — buting author. When we noticed that Ry - © 
Paps t 4 - * Loyal Durand III and his wife Bernice, eR 
rade a both professors of theoretical particle yeaa Pree, Bae 

ee ae oY ‘ physics at UW-Madison, were organ- PA 7 toatl aT ee a 
: is : a i : : Do > ATL ae ee ee are A izers of the Twentieth International ox = AMT Rg oe 

Cee cc) 0) Ne a eater, Conference on High Energy Physics, (ey VS hay aes 
at Aaah ae oo. we asked if either or both would be mo | Be |i a ey 

ae geal 4 : : willing to continue the Durand tradi- DAN 2 Oe FOE — 
ae oe df i. ne tion of service to the Academy and hy eis Naas, Ret: | 
sae : / =. write about the conference. Bernice | OWE Pres > 
ee ee | a - = ~ ~—swrote the article, but she acknowl- na gl . 
i: Sn a ae >) edges the value of the critical reading Clarice Dunn and Mae Hara 
Pea oY al ee and suggestions by her husband. 

or , QE Bernice Durand attended Radcliffe 
ee Fl : and took her B.S. and Ph.D. from lowa 

ee oe o State University. She spent a year at In September Clarice Dunn and Mae 
Pca the Institute for Advanced Study in Hara came to the Academy to discuss 

. Princeton and several months at the Clarice’s Heart Mountain manuscript 
David Allen grew up in Ashtabula, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, for and to look at her scrapbooks and 
Ohio, a town on Lake Erie in the north- which she serves as a consultant. Cur- ie Grabiliacérom Heart Mountain 

eastern part of the state. Behind his rently, Professor Bernice Durand isa —_ Relocation Center. Clarice taught Eng- 
house was a gorge about a half mile trustee of the Aspen Center for Phys- J.) and social studies atLieart’ Moun: 
wide and three-hundred feet deep ics. Since the Durands ownahousein j,in in 1942. Mae and her husband 

through which ran the Ashtabula Aspen, she enjoys skiing, hiking, and Iwao were evacuated in 1942 from 
River. He spent a lot of time there, asa climbing in the area as well as visiting Seattle to Minidoka in Idaho where for 
boy, catching tadpoles and, as he grew with physicists from around the world. eight months they worked to keep up 

older, seers upstream for the other evacuees’ morale. The Haras 
source of hat river. .. were able to leave the center when the 

Since then he has taken a Ph.D., : NP ee National YMCA created a job for Iwao 
married, become the father oF ed wae oa + outside the Western Defense Com- 
children, taught writing and literature gi 72 mand. 
in college. He has kept regular appoint- a ee iia tencouraged!Glarivelta publish 

ments with various trout streams and — her experiences as a teacher because 

hiking trails. Now he is teaching at : . a “so much has been written about the 

Northland College in Ashland, Wis- _——s legal situation and the brutality and all. 
sonsin: p  =——~—ss think a teacher in a classroom shows 

‘~ BP _ the human context. The positive 
‘ er 06©6™CSCSé~CSSéthings that came out of the experience 
8 a 2 _--——s were these carefully nurtured relation- 

Trained as a microbiologist, Jim McE- ? — - ships.” ; 

voy gave up his vocation for his avoca- <a 2 Pe Lo 2 : Clarice agreed, saying that her expe- 

tion. He is now graphic artist for the a es Po. ae riences at Heart Mountain deeply 
Wisconsin Department of Natural te PS < _ affected her and that she learned much 

Resources. Po 4 S 7 a more than she taught. 

r., Cg While they were going through the 
% 4 scrapbooks, Clarice lamented that she 
eo only had a small Brownie camera to 

Cover photographer Ellen Morris Jac- Bernice Durand record her stay. Mae noted—with no, 
obson likes to photograph dolls be- trace of bitterness—that she doesn’t 
cause “most women carry these icons even have snapshots since evacuees 

of femininity around in their uncons- were not allowed cameras. 

ciousness. Some images keep them Jane Fox has lived in Ypsilanti, Jerusa- 

from growing, but some provide an lem, Liverpool, and for one month out 
impetus to growth. Female ae of time, in Peloponnese. Since 1977 

reotyping is something an individua she has been happily living in Madison ‘ : ‘ : x 
needs to move beyond rather than with her eee ie es sone, She Michael Allen Kriesel lives in Aniwa. 

reject out-of-hand.” Ellen sees dolls as writes and edits for the University of Several of his poems have appeared in 
the only inanimate things which carry Wisconsin-Madison Academic Com- the Review. 

an image of humanity but which can be puting Center and teaches occasional 
manipulated as still life. courses in creative writing. continued on page 44 
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Winter Up North 

By David Allen 

Winter in northern Wisconsin is perpetual coldness. warm all winter. Thus I am free to enjoy the season of 
The cold comes about December 15 and stays until March 1, winter, to go out into it and live in it as though the tempera- 
welcome or not. The high temperatures between those two ture outside were seventy degrees. 
dates are usually around twenty degrees Fahrenheit and the I usually go to the woods every weekend either to cross- 
lows for each day are at zero or below. I have seen it as cold country ski on the ski trails in the National Forest nearby or 
as thirty below up here, a beautiful clear day, I recall, when to snowshoe. For a dedicated woods-lover, one important 
my eyelids would stick a little when I blinked. They would advantage of winter days in the woods is the lack of bother- 
freeze shut just for a moment until my body heat thawed some insects. No black flies hover around my mouth and 
them. But sucha day is rare. I suppose the average tempera- eyes and ears. There are no mosquitoes. There are no 
ture during these months is probably about zero or maybe woodticks. 
even five above. 

Such long-lasting cold is no real bother as long as you I 
don’t mind putting on and taking off a lot of clothes. During ndeed, in many ways the world seems to be simplified. 
the cold months I simply assume that long underwear anda The complexity of Amazonian summer growth is gone. 
sweater over a shirt are required whether I intend to go There is no sense of being closed in by vegetation in the 
outside or not. Of course, when I go outdoors for longer woods. It is open. I can see a long way out there. The deep 
than a few seconds I add a thick parka, a stocking cap pulled covering of snow simplifies the land. Instead of the infinite 
down over the ears, and mittens. If Iintend to stay outdoors variegation of summer life, there is the all- 
for very long, I make sure I am also wearing loose wool encompassing sameness of the snow. Here and there the 
pants, felt-lined boots, and a large wool shirt under the snow bulges ina mound. A pile of rocks? A long-forgotten 
parka. With this kind of dress, or variations of it which stack of cut firewood? I don’t know. The snow has made the 
depend on how much physical energy I am exerting, I stay land one. I am especially aware of this feeling on cloudy days 
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when the sky appears to be gray white. Then both up and 
down are gray white. If I walk out ontoa sizable lake ona day 
like that, I lose a sense of where I am. I lose a sense of depth 
in the landscape. Up and down and near and far are the : 

same. The whole world is one. 
Often, though, the sun shines during these cold months. 

On those days the infinite fresh clarity of blue sky sets the 
snow apart in its whiteness. Then the snow appears to be 
pure white. The only other striking colors in the landscape 

are the rich, intense green of pines and a wine red glow that 
emanates from the outreaching growth of each birch tree. 
(Smaller birch branches are red.) From a distance, birch 

trees appear to be bounded by that glow. 

Tnx are the only other striking colors, that is, until 
the sun begins to set. Then the sky and the world below 
become a show of extravagant shifting hues. A winter 
sunset is an incredible overstatement. If my back is to the 
sun and 1am looking across a field at the tree line where the 
woods begin, the field and the woods are bathed in a 
warmth the color of rosé wine. As the sun arrives at the 
horizon, the sky overhead turns lavender moving toward 
pink and then orange as I look westward. The shadow of a 
pine is lavender in the snow. If there is a cloud above the 
horizon, it is a pink puff in the sky. When the sun begins to 
move below the horizon, the lavender overhead darkens to Courtesy Department of Natural Resources 

purple, the orange in the west lightens to brilliant pink. iL 2 ee ; 

The changes of color are sudden and silent as though , SS 

someone were moving colored screens in front of a bright ‘ oa. 9 a 

light somewhere offstage. Sometimes, alone, I have stopped LS _ 

breathing to see if Ican hear those motions offstage. Surely, ‘ ‘ 
there will be a shuffling of feet, the scratch of metal against 
metal as one colored screen is suddenly replaced by another. 
But I hear nothing. 

Often I have been there alone at sunset, the temperature 
ten below zero, the world absolutely silent under the 
weight and oneness of snow. I have been there alone wit- 
nessing the miracle that only comes in the heart of the heart E | = 

of winter up north. a A: 

ETE. PL & ‘i oe a Qe ——_ Se S A i Pe —™ 

ete SAV | Ss _— 7 

CSN Zi Ll7} en ~~ rrt“‘(“‘ Or 

SRA SINE SS a Gate. 
ASAIN Nes : — eS RO : 

eS AS e me ... ey —— 
SA SHY Ce — - aaa be Fe = 

eeAS} Sy ee ef oo 
ay oe a 
KEES} ee a 

yy Wy a of. ae - eo _ 

= a. Oak | es 
hed CE ee=*#P eee : 
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by Phil Kallas RES Tres Nae Mi Moh 
a A F Fs are a Sha, 

Old gra ‘ 
eh aay” tote eae POR, 

a veyards are alluring. They are 
1 Spe 

eT nl Lg 

outdoor museums of art and history, yo Shaan Jens fi N ie 

particularly fascinating to artists, pho- eae eA Peng sexta ‘ ee Neh eee ae, 

tographers, historians, and genealo- ARS g A een os i 

gists. With time and practice one is able ee ond Pa ea ee ti pee % 

to decipher the messages on tomb- 
Oe ok Rae be Seen Sere u 

stones. 

Sipe, a SAL See er yy re 

Coastal Indi A ie tipi! tee Cacia. eS | em 

oastal Indians of the Pacific North- 
Gey ed Fe Sk ete SES EN ae 

ae totems. The Vikings : os ae : hte uae arts et 

ca Hin eaupnt : , SOR ar Be a NN a ee ee 

ae runic inscriptions. As most civ- a ge Sig mae : Len om ae Ree a , 

ilizations commemorated their dead, ee Peay ema a ae pears Mao app od 

so too did Americans, with images et a Oe rat om eats 
graven in stone. But gravestones do oe 4 a ro 4 Mad itt a UK unis fc hs 

more than memorializethedead. They | oe " ae wi y Paes Ne A Bela 

maycontain personalinformationsuch 
 § pi oa BURT ac i Nandi Came nS 

as membership in fraternal or religious ah ee ‘Gas ? r Sh ee Mek 

organizations, the deceased’s occupa- eA ck’ no re ta Sy Oe Bs 

i . FE 
oi aan mien KE F 4 nie oy cae rena wi 

tion, or family relationships which are abate ee desea an ee es 

invaluable to the historian or geneal- i. Peer ieal cee mae . tials Pe ne CE Se 

ogist. 
fi DM ee tem Rs ioaa . ea “a hae a a « nde 

. i SS Sag i a a) ' f is “SMe apy 

Externals, inthe past probably more ae gee Pie tf oaae : Bh Be EEE OL. Bo 

so than now, were important. The MRS he eel Fire ae Be Se Romer CY s\° Faisal ibe. pope i 

fae 
: : eg Mee Saar ce w be ah ‘oor 

gravestone indicated the family’s impor- Ces Tic en us ry As teeta Bie es 

tance, religious belief, or confidence in ed YIM gah 7 een 1, 4) aaa 

life after death. 
“ Vik ae Pc Na had _ cf vi f ‘a vi tiie ee 

see themes on gravestones are few ae al ama a ey ae 5 0 ae 

; ough the symbolic and decorative “ae be GS ee ait 4 Ve aa ‘ 5 toe! 

‘orms and motifs are numerous. Pre- Rs a ae ~? My sR ay eo a 

valent themes are the inevitability of Aa lalate a 3 ey ee re F | an pena Os 

physical death, brevity of life, the Beni aoe m 7 a ied ie ye 

ultimate resurrection of the soul, bl ettt ogee Men © Be eg | " ; Nic. a P| bana 

expressed by references to i gee tery 1 r C—O CUD ae tao 

paradise, et a wae a ce 

hell, and the coldness of the grave. cay eee ae ms men) a ee . ia dee 

_———— 
ry ae or ae a wh 

beg Bl . . S cm saan (pas . 
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Stonecutting was evolving into a re ee Ree Lamb of God, which taketh away the 
full-time occupation by the early nine- ee ee cat aaa na sin of the world. 
teenth century. The mallet and chisel oe, co] ek. ee A dove appearing on children’s 

masters probably were not familiar Qs, | a) | 2) Aes §=—s tombs expresses gentleness, devotion, 
with the origins of the images they be ‘ee y Oe innocence, and constancy. The dove 
utilized except those that came from Ce eS We ieee represents purity and according to the 
the Bible. Obscure as the language of ee Bie. y ees No Law of Moses was employed as an 

the gravestone may seem to us, it was eT OY offering during the purification rite of 
clear enough to our forebears. The BO | ds vf ei oe a newborn. Traditionally it represents 
images were not only ornamental, but Pee oi) - NEY Fo oN the Holy Spirit, and when depicted 

functional as well by commemorating ee er “f D UU with an olive branch in its beak, it 

the dead and reminding the living of fee}, : BO ny Bolt hel RariGad( ‘ : wee (40) Weg symbolizes the hope for God’s provi- 
death and resurrection. Beate Ma On Weer dence as expressed in the story of 

Prior to the mid-eighteenth century, i Be ay) ee. 30,) SY } Noah’s ark in Genesis 8:8: 
inisti De hraahs  S > ey sge reg tag, de 

gravestones expresend the reuee Fare. OT ae ey : Also he sent forth a dove from him, 
preoccupation with death in the graven bases Pk sh ight to see if the water were abated from 
images of crossbones, coffins, scythes, Ree rs. 1. Bl Ae th a 

; : PA hada stents ns ck e face of the ground. 
and Death’s Heads, which gave way to ats ora le See ee es Th 4 

a ; Be Var at Rea eit e dove may also express the soul’s 
soul effigies, winged cherubs, and por- Oe ee ee ote vita ieaven : 

traits. Angels, notably cherubs, re- Ra MB oo Ur Naas eee aoe Helen deeds come 

mained popular while the other images n . a Uaacen " k 

ere replaced by mid-century with A finger pointing upward signifies atch sera c cet Onrcurren mar sere were rep illows and cineraty une i 8 q ite ae though now the traditional symbolism 
aoe wid other aatrolo el ; ae Te ae Cee ace aoe eee ea ven. is probably lost. Flowers have long 

eS Suny ian) 8 y symbolized the beauty, brevity, and 
bols. ilty of 1, ne : y 

After the French Revolution the wil- crane eae . cau y sojourn: They 

low and urn motif became overwhelm- es SREP EEN AOS OF PCED An eee ae 
ingly popular, and most Christian bols, station-in-life and cause-of-death expressed in Isaiah 40:6-8: 

symbols were momentarily cast aside. pyabe in caliente seculan frater. .. All flesh is grass, and all the good- 
The urn and willow, along with cher- nal, and military symbols. liness thereof is as the flower of the 

ubs as portraiture remained the dom- Rew WVicconeitumean kets uy eat ue field: The grass withereth, the 
inant eubali until the Victorian era oe aan pot i ere eed flower fadeth: because the spirit of 

when references to God regained pop- Inclsed WATE? BOP Un Ua eee the Lord bloweth upon it: surely the 
ularity. Theséimases'of the delty were low motif. Christian legends indicate people is grass. The grass withereth, 

then forced to compete with faunal that the willow continues its growth the flower fadeth: but the word of 
: 3 regardless of the number of branches Aishall s 

and floral symbols, architectural sym edo cnesern bole meen er aiannas our God shall stand for ever. 

ability in a changing world. The weep- 
ing willow represents a mourning for 
the loss of earthly life. 

7 - id Urns often accompanied willows but . 
The weeping willow, a popular mid- often occurred by themselveseitherin The crown of righteousness, won by 
nineteenth-century image, repres- relief or surmounting an obelisk. The | means of the cross, enjoyed wide- 
ents a mourning for the loss of urn was a fashionable accessory of the spread use in the last half of the nine- 
earthly life. Federal Period; figuratively, it con- teenth century. 

* y ses tained the remains of a mortal exist- ae 
‘ ae a sat ence from which the soul ascended YF my 

; AON y into heaven. Occasionally the soul’s aT 

FUT ee rising is depicted by flames issuing porte 
POR tes forth from the urn. SEF i ; tir \ eG hee 

1 Hyd \ Stone cutter and patron recognized ee re 
1 ne ' the winged cherub as a symbol of the Rae at oF 
} oe { soul’s flight to immortality and heav- | PD 
\ <a f enly reward. Cherubs also represent iors ea 

Pee < | Divine Wisdom and the guardians of PM gas oe 
ee ot Heaven. Their primary function on hak SS) 

' aya children’s tombs is to indicate that the oon as Dor no Sel : Re oe 
| mea oe youthful innocent will be transported lo Glaus 2 
i | to everlasting life. Paes am ot 

‘ ye : Children’s stones decorated with a fe Ee 
ry 4 lamb evoke innocence and gentleness. fo aoa 

SS a The lamb is a symbol of Christ in the ee Cy 
ce see Gospel According to St. John 1:29: oe too 

Se oe The next day John Seeth Jesus com- Sek : 

Bikes ing unto him, and saith, Behold the Bed oe Seed 
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Vines are probably the most com- eGR 3 cs RS OR, aA 
mon flora used as decorations. The i . ey ati ee ee 
Gospel According to St. John 15:1-5 3 4 wis ; fi ae LAURE PERSO He Sed 

states: ee a Ve eos - z a 
Iam the true vine, and my father is ie 4 ~~ See oe pee , ie eM fai 
the husbandman. Every branch in | je Saeed ae a eee 
me that beareth not fruit he taketh anes Nr re ie mie no i 
away: and every branch that beareth — r — kanes Math | lt Bley 
fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring — = ‘ Deg ee ee ees 
forth more fruit. Now ye are clean <as Peel Dee Ei 
through the word which I have | vs = “ ie at's al 
spoken unto you. Abide in me, and I : . - . oe. 8s ce 
in you. As the branch cannot bear _ = eo: — Rh 4 See) nea 
fruit of itself, except it abide in the x eee nea ee | ey Fig a axe 
vine, ye are the branches: He that a oo ae ee 
abideth in me, and lin him, the same =_ oe masa =o “itag ae 
bringeth forth much fruit: for with- i : cs Reanies 
out me ye can do nothing. i | Sy _ 4 Vig x . \NZO BRYAN ve wi 

a ee ee “hy ‘ PUES AD \ 

Grape vines are the traditional Chris- ee va : ' \ Po a pe ww 
tian symbol of Jesus and the fruits of ie Ae VARS. ARE 

ae ae ee = pele A favorite late nineteenth-century The cinerary urn within four 
° eae Tice et oe aes marker is the cinerary urn atop the columns displays a classic beauty. 
poner tye é keystone of an arch. 

Lilies, another common floral image, 
represent purity and chastity in Chris- 
tian tradition. The flower of the Virgin 
often adorns infants’ and women’s 
graves. Other flora often depicted in- 
clude a rose for virtue or the soul 
attaining its most perfect state after 

physical death; gourds for the church, 
scriptures, and ministry; the pome- 
granate for fruitfulness, resurrection, 
and the church because of the inner 
unity of the multitude of seeds; the 

olive for peace; the laurel for atone- Thi colonnade proclaims that love, 
ment or victory; the fig for prosperity; light, truth, hope, and virtue are 
and holly for rejoicing. Also seen occa- Bbuiee ae the perion honored 
sionally are grapes and corn—the blood . 
and body of Christ. E t. een Pile a a 

For many cultures trees have sym- : oo a er nye ame EO 
bolized either life, verdant and fol- Se — : a 

iated, or death, barren and felled. y sp ARR A agar — TE 3 

Christian significance comes from the pa” Peel 4 we 
biblical stories of the Garden of Eden ‘ Ls ‘ oa i 
and the Tree of Life and Knowledge. ee . : v 
Palms and cedars symbolize the soul’s 7 ee / a f | 

victory over death, as expressed in | ; : ee pine 
Psalm 95:12: “The righteous shall ! pie 
flourish like the palm tree: he shall : j ie 
grow like a cedar in Lebanon.” The q 
evergreen, connoting everlasting life, q 5 | 
with the cones suggesting the regen- 1 3 : j | 
erative powers of salvation, was fre- oe ie ; Ee 
quently used on gravestones. / p st ae | ; é Be 

Crowns (of glory and righteousness) ie 4 ; ’ ee : | ea 
and architectural motifs are symbols ay | : ma i 
of triumphant eternal life. The use of Fa Pe leds | Fa ( mn 
the crown of glory is based on numer- oe P MAE e830 te PUGMA Ceo mn a 
ous biblical passages, including I Peter En . ea iors ea See Peder d f an eae 

And:when the chief Shepherd shall ; Sp aaa oN Uae Re a SOU aN BOE rey aro 
appear, ye shall receive a crown of aD i day Po Nuh DL RAS avr et Miata 
glory that fadeth not away. . . 1 CES A GOUT TLAOM, CTE SURAT® 75cm aR RRR CPE GORY ATC ed Oe 
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and the crown of righteousness in II A Signs? Ce Se divine hand or finger reaching from a 

Timothy 4:8: RS mH ‘€ 4 cloud beckoning a soul to heaven was 

Henceforth there is laid up for me a Sy ( DD, Qe ww ae edie deconate aietone, Faas 
: by * LS TS Masonic emblems—a compass signi- 

crown of righteousness, which the : ee vine hi a 

Lord, the righteous judge, shall give a une ane ee nue aeduare ey 

me at that day: and not to me only, ae | _-—__—_— {ian eeu ee neceuce 4 cee 

but unto all them also that love his ve, Sar. Beets moon retennne tO tabures Obedience 
: ss oo as to God, a sunburst connoting His all- 

appearing. tt | ae | ae, ee seeing eye, and interlocking keys 

Architectural motifs included the arch, oe ba oe emblematic of the importance of 

signifying victory over death, and TT Masonic secrets—are common. A 

columns, doors, and gates symbolizing ee wees. ee 3 checkered keystone prominent in some 

support for the roof of heaven and the : oS arches signifies moments of pleasure 

passage to a new existence. nan oS and pain or prosperity and adversity, 

Astrological symbols—sun, moon, is ie while an eight-pointed star indicates 

planets, stars, clouds, and shafts of ues ——-  tt*s the obedience of nature to God. Inter- 

light—were used to provide a back- SR Oe ee locking rings identify the gravestone 

drop for souls or to represent the ee =) A eee ; of an Odd Fellow. 

home of the blessed. The ascending or Re ig, ee = ae Other frequently used images in- 

descending sun represents the soul’s : eg clude oak leaves signifying the 

resurrection or life’s earthly demise. EE a strength of faith, ropes expressing 

The sun represents Christ’s presence A family marker may employ differ- eternity, bells tolling for the dead, and 

as life-giving nourishment. ent symbols for each family member: candles referring to life activity burn- 

A combination of astrological ele- here is shown the crown of glory and ing toward extinction. The hands of 

ments represents heaven; individually, the interlocking rings of the Odd the Lord or an upwardly pointing fin- 

the moon may represent renewed life Fellow. ger signify God’s omnipotence and 

or the Savior’s death and the stars guidance of the soul to heaven. The 

divine guidance for the soul and the heart may be used’ to suggest man’s 

hope for a new life. A shaft of light soul in heavenly bliss, the soul trium- 

suggests hope for everlasting life, and phant, the Trinity, the soul’s love for 

clouds suggest a veil concealing God God, in addition to the common con- 

from His congregation. Occasionally a notations of love, devotion, and con- 

trition. 
The Bible stands for the Word and 

divine revelation, but it may also indi- 
cate the deceased was a minister or 
church elder. The anchor is tradition- 
ally a Christian symbol of steadfast- 
ness, but since it is also an attribute of 

Children’s stones are often decorated St. Nicholas, the patron saint of sea- 

with a lamb, which blends images of men, the anchor may mean that the 

Christ as the shepherd of his flock deceased was a sailor. Or the anchor 

with Christ as the sacrificial lamb of The winged cherub symbolizes the may refer to water as a medium of 
God. flight of the soul to immortality. death. 

Tas ws * 3 Architectural motifs on stones were 

see Et ,.. ean y 3 * common, but in the 1860s and 1870s 

el ss Pos OG F oe Se ci the stones themselves became archi- 

ef ie ee : f * aeeemes, $= tectural styles. Perhaps the most 
Ce ee | me . \e y P S 

(eS | i ‘ i \ ee common was a form of the Egyptian 

i A ic Ne | ane i a | a obelisk, frequently unadorned but 

’ eegeeg Yo a a mm often surmounted by an urn or across, 

ee ise — | - : yee », ae! which was usually used by Catholics. 

Cencecne “ . CO ieee GB) "4 fas Imposing in form, the obelisk is myste- 

Ge Ne a | ¥ iy ay rious and somber. Some stones were 
Vee) Se 5 i ty i ikei oo f i oe oF a fa arched or lobed appearing portal-like in 
Ve Lo. - a silhouette to symbolize the House of 

ek A eee i 9 (augeme §—the Dead or the soul's passageway to 
at LINE i se crs eternal rest. 
eS Be ER ae oa 7, 
b foe ah NO | ic These are a few of the more popular 

Looe a. is ae ae hy a = images one may find on gravestones. 

a een & el oy eo . - Gravestones are not only a source of 
rapier ecmarone ee a | <.. - historical and genealogical informa- 

De é a eal al tion, they can also lead to a, better 

Hy | eS understanding of the beliefs and tradi- 
i louse tions which have shaped our culture. 
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Education in Wisconsi 

By Shirley Kersey 

A. in any wild, uncharted coun- 
try, inhabitants of what was to become 
Wisconsin faced urgent problems. Sur- 
vival, adaptation to the Indians, and 
dissemination of Christianity were 
time-consuming activities for explor- 
ers and settlers in the territory. An 
early priority was provision of educa- 
tion, in which missionaries played an 
important role. Although the Wiscon- 
sin region was not to become a terri- 

By 1821 citizens of Green Bay had decided to build a schoolhouse and hire a tory until 1836, the missionaries had 
teacher. This early view of Fort Howard at Green Bay appeared in Vues et Souvenirs begun to educate the Indians long 
de |’ Amerique du Nord by Francis Compte de Castelnau published in Paris in 1842. before. 
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feces ron 98st ge amen Ae SRE AREY groups of citizens entered into written marriage interfered with educational 

BAN ae en IE agreements with teachers. This sub- stability. School was dismissed indefi- 
ee Oe g h h Th b. bility. School d d indef: 

BiG he, ae Seed scription system was the most com- nitely after newlyweds moved into the 
Weegee Be mon means of engaging schoolteach- schoolroom in the agency house. Opti- 
he Ei A ers. The following contract, dated July mistically, General Ellis observed that 

cc oe es ; Ae 20, 1820, at Green Bay is typical of the the nature of learning varies and is not 
2 fa ae : yey arrangements and of teacher fees at limited to books. He praised the teach- 
3 aa Pi owe f Feit the time: ing skills of missionary priests who 
= ies - i Nee offered religious education to Green 
‘3 fei hy p/ Neer We the subscribers, wishing to Bay children and adults during semi- 
3 Yuee oy) er encourage the establishment of a annual visits of two weeks duration. 
°S Bias \) ey (MG z d school for the education of our 8 Ae \ ae f ae good schoo - : 
= Q Be Loy x a By own & other children in this place, to F In A of Ca ee 
2 Bee \m& & ay be taught by a Gentleman & Lady, out oa Leone i TE llie 
2 ee (ee i al ou hereby signify our willingness, & post ee an pee e ee ea 
[he FY yk ee mh give our pledge to contribute to the to teach from January to Apri oa 

toe Wy << ~ : support of such a School, should eo oe ne 
oe Re \ aN EY proper Instructors for it be sent, the oan i AS acne Ae a eee 
ey Cs a \ ee ae a Sums affixed to our respective h ee fe oe a tae ae Meat S. 

S BRC NI ea aerey eo, names, —also to provide for sa. ee Ww ae * eee SOPNEE: 
2 PRR ee scoala se Instructors, free of expense to them, ie nen ee See 

The first academic classes in what is a house & School room, so long as Sane weinter ae ror Hee 
i i Id in G they shall fulfil the duties of their : Der i 

now Wisconsin were held in Green fi h gece thei officers and soldiers built a larger post 
Bay in 1791 in the home of Rachel ° to the satisfaction of their school with improved equipment. A 
Law Grignon, wife of Pierre Bernard SE ae pee fifciodenamsber of the children of 

Grignon. HY ST cee aoeue townspeople were admitted to this child, and quantity of vegeta- h i: ie h eetaGeheby Ell 
bles. M. Bowyer, sixty Dollars S610 ee Wasa so Aue Dy ae 
foothrce children! Although it was a successful venture, 

Records of missionary stations at La L.GRIGNON, MR. onehundred _ the school closed in 1827 because the 
eee De Pere an [ratets dhe dollars for five children and a ‘Main body of troops was transferred. 
escribe the earli ion atel uAnHIG oe : 

education in the locale of the present ee een a nee I Relea 1 Missi Soe 

state of Wisconsin. As early as 1670, Wheallhe ieae of Ciecn Bay ie e eee ; ae oe 

missionaries provided religious educa- : 2 Cee ee ee eae oul 
ion For Iridi but th : ste: decided in October of 1821 to have a Green Bay in 1823. Established to 

Hon (or Fike pra . factus lechoa. schoolhouse, they agreed to build it accommodate fifty “white and half 
Gestion? i OP ee ainet orth centaur and to pay a tutor by taking subscrip- breed children,” the school was on the 

sak bl aah first hat li f Y tions. In deference to the several reli- west side of the Fox River opposite 
aC ably i eG) EUESE (8€ tered in ‘ive gions of the founders, denominational Shanty Town. Indian children boarded 

hor eof Pied eG was © tc B instruction was excluded from the at the school. Although two-hundred 
: Peet BEEK: Peclier, “1 a me curriculum. General Ellis was hired to children attended in a period of one 

M er nen ‘tacored the Grig- . OPE the school the following year ina and one-half years, the school closed 
. dd ah + dinplesle single room of an inhabited cabin at within three years. 

non hoof oad aug Swtitin : Ths Se Fort Howard. Ellis wrote of the enthu- Education abroad was another alter- 

lest fe voulechsoleopeadd : 1816 for siasm of parents and pupils for a for- native for the sons of privileged 
children ofnmembers Pr the garrison of mal school setting: settlers. Reminiscent of Virginia plan- 

military posts at Green Bay, Portage, About the twentieth of October, ean Sec A aoe vee children 
and Praire du Chien. Eventually, child- notice was given that a free school to epee on ee he were 

ren of residents of the community-at- would be opened for children with- t ae a eee ey o han 
large were welcomed to these facil- out distinction of age, color or condi- ee . u oat 2 S ce ea a y 

ities. tion. It was immediately filled to the i aS i ae DacoMmeeerier 
capacity of the room; the parents Cn ca e poet infl 

B dewed . eqniesi d were interested, the scholars kindly ce i ee Ve UEO Reale 2 
Wesides education at missions an disposed and well behaved, and the  &n¢e, including language, was a part o 

military posts and in homes, there oat life in the territory. French missionar- 
° : school, on the whole, all that could 4 a epee : 

were early private schools. The first biG d. (SHSW Col ies, laboring to Christianize the Indi- 
. sa ‘ reasonably be expected. ( ol. 

such school opened in Prairie du Chien VII, 226) ans, taught them the French language, 

in 1817. Additional private and reli- g while French fur traders made their 
gious schools appeared throughout B own attempt to educate the Indians. 

the more settled portions of the region y the next February, the cabin’s Their teachings, aimed at improving 
between 1818 and 1836, a period when owner asked that Ellis and his pupils the Indians’ lot, were in opposition to 
there were neither free schools nor move elsewhere before her impending the British government’s intent to 
any fully supported by tuition. Since marriage. Ellis transferred his classes keep the Indians” ignorant and bar- 
district and town educational organi- to a room in an old agency house and baric.” The British succeeded in thwart- gency 
zations were not yet in existence, small continued his teaching. But once again ing French educational efforts, but 
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several generations of Indians learned B fine was imposed for cutting down, 

to speak fluent French. y the end of the preterritorial destroying, or hauling off any wood of 
period, schools had been established at any kind, mineral, stone, or stone coal. 

E uropean religious societies contri- the military posts of Green Bay, Prairie Revenues from these fines were desig- 
buted heavily to the education of both du Chien, and Portage. Private schools, nated for the use of schools located 
Indians and whites. In 1828, for exam- forerunners of public schools, had within the township where the viola- 
ple, the Boston office of the Scottish opened at Prairie du Chien, Green Bay, tion occurred. 
Society for Propagating Christian Mineral Point, Platteville, Kenosha, 

Knowledge established a mission in Milwaukee, and Sheboygan with a A h 4 
the region which was to become Wis- combined enrollment of 275 pupils in though the legislature had not 

consin. The Society’s stated objective 1836. s yet acted to form any sort et public or 
was “to preach the gospel to the Stock- The Northwest Ordinances con- common school Byeeny at to generally 
bridge Indians and to establish a good tinued to affect the Wisconsin region believed that the first public school Ash 
common school among them.” as it entered its territorial period. The _ the Wisconsin Territory opened in Mil- 

In 1829, Electa Quinney, a Stock- Ordinance of 1785 had allocated land waukee during the winter of 1836-37. 

bridge Indian who had been educated for schools, and the Ordinance of 1787 Edward West taught youngsters in the 

at a mission school in Connecticut, lent philosophical direction: daytime at adults intttie SNS pure 
opened a school near Kaukauna. In’ a typical attend for permed 
Quinney modeled her school on suc- Religion, morality, and knowledge school at that time, one or two public- 
cessful contemporary New England being necessary to good govetn- spirited individuals would errange for 
ee non locpenine aaehceecionnihe ment and the happiness of mankind, classes to be conducted either ina pri- 

religious service and a prayer and con- schools and the means of education _ vate home or in a log building erected 
ae lline nets iden (acc ti moreliper shall forever be encouraged. for use as a schoolhouse. Teachers, 

suasion, not the rod.” Most of her stu- : many of them educated en eastern 
dents were Indians, but Quinney con- The first Wisconsin territorial legis- schools, taught for three months a 
ducted classes in English. lature in 1836 allowed Michigan Terri- year, earning two dollars or three dol- 

In 1830, another Episcopal Mission tory laws to continue to function and _ lars. a term from each pupil, similar to 
School opened a day school in Green made no special provision for common the subscription method popular in 
Bay, charging a fee of two dollars for schools, a growing interest of eastern Wisconsin’s preterritorial period. 
each scholar under fourteen years of educators. Following a different direc- 
age and two dollars and fifty cents for tion, the first Wisconsin Territory Teaching was sometimes hazar- 
each pupil older than fourteen. Par- school law was intended only to pre- _—_dous, pupil status equally so. In his 
ents who could notatrord tuition were vent trespassing on school lands. A autobiography (Wis. Mag. Hist., VII, 

permitted to send their children free of 
charge. Class sessions were scheduled 
daily throughout the year except for 
Christmas Day, New Year’s Day, Ash 
Wednesday, Good Friday, Ascension The first private school opened at Fort Crawford in Prairie du Chien in 1817, 

Day, Thanksgiving, and a one-week while Wisconsin was still part of Illinois Territory. This print from a German 
vacation following December and June book published in 1854 shows the first Fort Crawford; it is a copy from a paint- 

examination periods. ing by Henry Lewis. 
The Episcopal Mission also spon- 

sored a boarding school. Full tuition : aE aR ae 
cost was thirty dollars; here, too, par- ee ey 
ents with inadequate incomes paid a ; er 
partial fee or, in some instances, SER ee 8 ey 

nothing. The general curriculum con- ee ers 
sisted of reading, writing, arithmetic, a ae 
and geography. Girls learned house- de Rik oe es 
keeping, sewing, knitting, spinning, eB es oe ve ~out By c 
and weaving, while boys learned farm- ek ce tee oe. s : a oct, lt ‘it | g 
ing. < hOerRRA CoRRRIKek ” | 8 

In July 1833 the Roman Catholic ‘he ee * Se isl ; P = 
Indian Free School of Green Bay open- a ane SS ; og ue) |S 
ed. A description of the school, which a (Monga ae oy a2 ae a ene i 2 
was conducted by two teachers, reads: Se Rape . SO Ti mae ei A} 18 Np SSN RW IENICAD NSP RS Mf la ae 3 

All poor Indians to be admitted gra- eee Bi Oe ae r Ss 
tuitously for all instructions; others jae cai ele ‘ ‘ Pi eta Ves 2 
on moderate terms. . . .The object of a li fa. s eel alta ee | | x 
this school is to inculcate industry, a ae = ae ani ve 2 
morality & Christian piety—and to - ne eS (tip a se a Tce ao 

teach the art of spelling, reading & cpa eine oe oo a ae . Us Gi z 
writing etc. (GHSW Col. XIV, ee : __ ane we 5 

456-57) 8 
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In the 1830s and 1840s log schoolhouses, such as this, were becoming more 
common in Wisconsin Territory. 

483) Amherst Willoughby Kellogg de- educational opportunity for all. Influ- for a brief period of time every half- 

scribed an incident in the Milwaukee enced by emigrants from the colonies hour. After the schoolmaster returned 

school he attended during the winter in the Northeast, these legislators took from one outing, Parker asked permis- 

of 1837-38. A student, larger than the a mighty step in furthering public edu- sion to go out. Following foot tracks, 

schoolmaster, arrived after the bell cation. The act stated that every town he discovered a pint whiskey flask hid- 

had rung. Seeing the master approach of at least ten families would consti- den in the snow. He concluded his 

with a rawhide, the student armed tute a school district and must hire a story, explaining, 

himself with an iron fire shovel. The competent teacher. Each town was 
master countered by grabbing a big mandated to elect five common school Then the boys had their fun. As the 

hickory stick. Following a tussle, the inspectors, at least three of whom days passed he used to get rather the 

teacher lashed the boy, cutting his were to examine teachers and inspect worse for the flask before the close 

shirt sleeve and eliciting cries for schools. Good moral character and of the day, and the boys began to cut 

mercy. The schoolmaster had no be- ability to teach were identified as certi- up, until father, who was clerk, 

havior problems for the remainder of fication criteria. In order for a school to found out, and told him he must give 

the school year—but at considerable receive its portion of the school fund, up the whiskey or resign. It was a 

cost, for he had lost two front teeth classes had to be in sessiona minimum little better after that. (GHSW Col. 

during the struggle. of three months that year. This law V, 340) 
formed the basis for early state school 

O 8 F regulations. Parker failed to say whether improve- 
. n January 19, 1838, recogniz- ment resulted from abstinence or resig- 
ing the importance of higher educa- L nation: 
tion, the legislature passed an act to ieutenant Governor Charles Ae Vig 4a araéendment to the educa: 

establish the university of the terri- Durwin Parker told of his boyhood tion act of 1839 strengthened local 

tory of Wisconsin. The university was school near the present Tess Corners in canerollatechoole Three years later 

be located at or near Madison, the Waukesha County. The small log cabin ase ae 2) om d h eee a lei 8 ia law enabled school districts to raise 
seat of government, and was to have was heated by a little iron stove his school taxceila town failed tovote to 

no religious barriers for students or father had brought from New Hamp- dolar 
faculty. shire in a covered wagon. He menti- 

Legislators of the Wisconsin Terri- oned the custom of “boarding round,” One man was preeminent in the 
tory passed an act in 1839 to establish whereby the teacher lived alternately drive to establish a free school system 
common schools. The common school, with various families in the district. in Wisconsin. Colonel Michael Frank 
in the United States, referred to a tax- One teacher at this school puzzled his began his educational career as a teach- 
supported institution affording equal students by leaving the schoolhouse erat age sixteen. He espoused a system 
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of free schools at a time when the important considerations in favor of 

majority regarded taxation as unjust the adoption of the present constitu- t the time Wisconsin moved 
and oppressive if it required the rich to tion is the munificent provisions it from territorial status into statehood, 
pay for educating the children of oth- makes for the establishment and sup- educational efforts were directed, 
ers. Frank courted public support of port of common schools.” primarily, to the needs of young peo- 
free schools by publishing articles, The second Constitutional Conven- ple. Secondarily, schools served as 
speaking to the people, and writing a tion of Wisconsin met in 1847 to write social centers for the entire commun- 
village property tax bill for the support the State Constitution. Delegates vot- ity, providing a meeting place for 
of public schools. That bill passed in ed in favor of an elective, rather than debates, lectures, spelling contests, 
1845, and a free, tax-supported school an appointive, State Superintendent of literary programs, religious sermons, 
was opened in Southport, now Keno- Schools and agreed upon a superin- and political speeches. 
sha. Milwaukee, Fond du Lac, and Plat- tendent’s salary of $1,500 year. After From the preterritorial through the 
teville opened common school districts debate, legislators consented to allow territorial years, Wisconsin settlers 
in 1846. individual school districts the decision pursued education as a desirable goal. 

of ae nt colored oils Beginning with the cae labors of 
ren to attend Classes. In a vote of titty- missionaries, personnel of military gar- 

A seven to two, delegates included the risons, and sponsors of private 
t the first Wisconsin Constitu- phrase, “and no sectarian instruction schools, education developed slowly 

tional Convention in 1846, the article shall be allowed in said schools.” The and soundly, evolving into a useful, 
on education generated debate on convention designated twenty as the democratic common school system. 
appointment of a state superintend- maximum age for attending free The outstanding public education pro- 
ent, on appropriation of lands for schools and set a minimum of three gram in Wisconsin today is the mature 
school funds, and on naming schools months of schooling for a district to product of these early ventures. 
public” or “common.” Article IX, the qualify for an annual share of state 
education section of the document money. The decisions of members of 
adopted by that Constitutional Con- the second Constitutional Convention 
vention, delegated to the legislature created Article X, the education article, , os : 
the decision on whether the State of the Wisconsin Constitution of 1848. es ee fe Misened aoe 
Superintendent of Public Instruction The law provided for a State Superin- isconsin : ye - u Boe i : e 
should be elected or appointed and tendent of Public Instruction, prescrib- na On POL On Ot ete cocumentalon 
used the term “common schools.” ed a school fund, allowed for estab- for this article. In addition, the score 
Newspaper editorials strongly sup- lishment of district schools, called for Ee ae noe ee a 

ported legislative efforts to establish a an annual school tax, gave support for us a i 1S. af are ah Hee 
public educational system. One editor, astate university,andprovidedforthe  °” val sat ANE Ee OV ESO EN 

promoting acceptance of the constitu- sale of public lands to benefit the WEEE watuabie TesOurces. SK 
tion, explained that “one of the most schools. i ES ee 
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AN INTIMATE GATHERING OF 1200 
By Bernice Durand 

1. December, 1950, Robert E. Mar- Kerst invented the betatron (an elec- from the Vienna State Opera, tours of 

shak, then chairman of the Physics tron accelerator), just when the first Japanese gardens, and the sumptuous 

Department at the University of cyclotrons were reaching the maxi- banquets and receptions of most con- 

Rochester, held a one-day conference mum energies they could produce. The ferences. We scheduled for the even- 

of fifty “high energy” physicists. On tradition of excellence in particle phys- ings a reception at the State Capitol, a 

July 23, 1980, Marshak made the clos- ics continues. concert by the Fine Arts Quartet of 

ing remarks at the week-long twen- The Madison conference was the UW-Milwaukee, a picnic in lieu of a 
tieth “Rochester” Conference, now result of a long campaign by our high banquet, a jazz/dance concert, and a 

called the XX International Confer- energy group (made up of eighteen session on the future of high energy 

ence on High Energy Physics, at the professors, more than a dozen scient- physics. All were exceptionally well 

University of Wisconsin-Madison. He ists and postdoctoral fellows, and over received, possibly because, as one 

said, “I don’t know how it has been forty graduate students) to open the European put it, coming to Madison 

achieved, but I have had the same feel- conference to any particle physicist | was“like coming to an underdeveloped 

ing of excitement, lively debate, and who asked to come. It was an experi- country, hot and cheap.” The day of 

intimacy in Madison with 1200 dele- ment, expected by many to fail, in app- “rest” offered tours to nearby attrac- 

gates as I had thirty years ago in lying the Wisconsin Idea to the world tions such as Taliesin, and a popular 

Rochester with fifty.” of high energy physics. The result was canoe trip on the Wisconsin River, 

After the first seven high energy the most international conference of oversubscribed long before the con- 

conferences in Rochester from 1950- the series, with about 600 of the dele- ference. 

57, Marshak and others felt the con- gates coming from 53 countries out- High energy physics is probably the 

ference should “go international.” side the United States. Countries with most international of all scientific 

The International Union of Pure and previous quotas of zero or two or six endeavors. The twenty “Rochester” 

Applied Physics was approached to sent two or six or twenty delegates. conferences have both stimulated and 

give official sanction to the confer- Since many of these are the developing sustained that international coopera- 

ence; and although most high energy nations, the Madison conference tion. In this article I will discuss some 

results were coming out of the United served as a big boost to third world of the current problems in our field, 
States at the time, it was decided to _ physics research, enabling contacts to _ including results presented at the 1980 

rotate every other year between the be made and collaborations arranged. Madison conference. The problems 

United States, western Europe, and Young physicists came who never range from the structure of the tiniest, 
the Soviet Union. In 1978 the rest of | could have under the quota system, _shortest-lived, most “invisible” con- 
the world entered the rotation when which added excitement to the discus- _ stituents of matter to the early history 

the conference went to Japan. sions. It was probably true, as Marshak and ultimate fate of the entire uni- 

Through 1978, invitations were issued said, that not since the earliest Roches- verse. These problems drew 1200 

on a quota system, based on the ter conferences had there been such physicists, a group constituting more 

number of high energy physicists in spirited debate. than one-eighth of the world and more 

each country. The size of the confer- The format of the Madison confer- than one-fifth of the American particle 

ence stabilized at about 800 during the ence was typical of large physics meet- physicists, to the Madison edition of 

seventies. It became the biennial focus ings. There were three days during the biennial “summit” meeting of high 

of the field and was considered very which the delegates could choose to energy physics. 

prestigious in the physics community, attend one of four “parallel sessions” 

with conferences being heldin Tokyo, which, in effect, constituted smaller- | A Desert to Cross? 
Tblisi, Geneva, London, Vienna, Mos- scale conferences on specialized topics. 
cow, San Francisco (Berkely), Chicago For example, there would be simul- At a special session the last night of 
(Fermilab), and other major cities. taneous talks on accelerator tech- the Madison conference, five distin- 

niques, new data pertaining to weak guished physicists were asked to 
The Madison Conference interactions, new data pertaining to | comment on the future of our field. 

strong interactions, and mathemati- _ The five panelists were Abdus Salam 
Madison has been well known as a cally technical results in theory. of Pakistan, professor at Imperial Col- 

seat of excellent high energy research Then there was a day of rest, fol- lege (London), director of the Interna- 

since the 1930s, when accelerator lowed by three days of general or “ple- tional Center for Theoretical Physics 

physics was born. Ray Herb and Don nary” sessions attended by all dele- _— (Trieste, Italy), and 1979 Nobel lau- 

Kerst, both recently retired, were out- gates. The plenary speakers summa- reate; Murray Gell-Mann, professor at 

standing contributors to accelerator rized results presented in the parallel Caltech and 1969 Nobel laureate; Leon 

development. Herb invented a linear sessions and put them into context, a Lederman, director of the Fermi 

accelerator, spent his career improving difficult task. National Accelerator Laboratory 
it, and now owns a company in Mid- Each international conference is (Fermilab) in Illinois; Leon Van Hove 

dleton (National Electrostatics) which remembered not only for the physics of Belgium, direct-general of the 

makes and sells beautiful and reliable but also for the evening programs and European Center for Nuclear Research 

accelerators for a worldwide market. the day off. We had tough competition (CERN) in Geneva; and Yuval Ne’eman 
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| highly speculative possible consti- “Quark” is a whimsical name given 
Pn tuents of quarks and leptons (which to the strongly bound constituents of 

| 7 are themselves the constituents of all protons and neutrons. “Lepton” means 
: las familiar matter), different versions of “lightweight.” Since the electron is the 
‘| ~ & : unified theories of all the forces known lightest massive particle (some parti- 
: ao, Ae to physics, and the “desert” which may cles are massless), it was called a lep- 
‘| if > } lie just above the energies of the yet- _ ton. The mu and tau are (self-contra- 
| oo ”~ to-be-seen particles, the top quark and dictory) “heavy leptons.” “Boson” 
_ af weak bosons. “Desert” is a buzz word refers to the spin of the particle, indi- 
= ; — coined to point out that if our current cating that it has integer multiples of a 
2 J e : \ - a nN A Ca ideas are confirmed, there are only a fundamental unit of spin. Quarks and 

aa oa bs ‘ RA - ihe few particles left to discover, and phys- leptons have only half a fundamental . kam, oS ics at higher energies could get very unit of spin, so they are not bosons. 

L- MANN L.VA\ ie CY. NE’EMAN boring. We like to think that our theor- Half-integer spin particles are called 
: jw ies are coalescing nicely, but the five fermions. 

= i oS ck panelists, picked for their proven The bosons act as agents of the four co Ue intuition, doubt that there will be a forces of nature: gravity, the weak 
The author introduces panelists desert. nuclear force, electromagnetism, and 
Murray Gell-Mann, Leon Van Hove, ‘ the strong nuclear force. Quarks can 
and Yuval Ne’eman, who speculated A Particle Primer interact via all four forces. Leptons do 
on the future of high energy physics High energy physics is also called not interact via the strong interaction 
on the last night of the conference in particle physics, after the elementary and neutrinos also do not interact elec- 
the Madison Civic Center. particles which we are trying to under- trically. The bosons are varied. In addi- 

stand. There is a little blue pocket- tion to being the agent of one of the 
sized booklet called “Particle Proper- interactions, each of the boson types 

ties” which most high energy physi- may intereact via other allowed forces. 

of Israel, professor at Tel Aviv and an a a YEE ui Dace pice Gravitons “carry” gravity and have no ie ‘litici lL milit h red book?). The booklet is revised other allowed interactions. Photons 
Sear oe Pare et ante a every two years, and the 1980 edition carry electromagnetism but may not 
got started in physics around the age has forty pages of lists of particles. We _interact with each other via that force; 
of forty. do not regard all of these hundreds of they may interact with electrically 

One of the more startling comments particles as elementary! At the mo- charged particles via electromagnet- 
was Salam’s: “The field may be dead in ment, we regard six “quarks,” named ism, and in general via gravity. The 
25 years.” He was not referring to lack up, down, strange, charm, bottom, and top; weak bosons carry the weak force and 
of ideas for better theories or experi- six “leptons,” named electron, mu, tau, may also interact via the weak force, 
ments but to the lack of new ideas for electron neutrino, mu neutrino, and tau neu- gravity, and electromagnetism if they 
higher energy accelerators at reasona- trino; and four types of “bosons,” are electrically charged. Gluons carry 
ble prices. Accelerators have always named graviton, weak boson, photon, and the strong force and interact via grav- 
been the main tool of high energy gluon, as elementary. ity and the strong force. 
physics. Already much new physics is 
coming from nonaccelerator experi- : 
ments, such as Fairbank’s free aks, MABDE)T Nhe Quarks 
Reines’ oscillating neutrinos, and the 5 
proton decay searches discussed be- electric color. 
low. In the past, as each type of accel- name mass flavor charge charge interactions 
erator reached its limit of energy, a 
new idea or technology came along to 
spawn anew type of accelerator. Salam up lightest u + 2/3e redR, blue B, all four 
urged theorists to turn some of their or yellow Y 
efforts to machine design. 

Lederman, the only experimentalist down heavier d - 1/3e red R, blue B, all four 
on the panel, claimed that theorists are or yellow Y 
overconfident and asked them to 
explain “the Force” (as in Star Wars). strange heavier s - 1/3e red R, blue B, all four 
He made remarks similar to Salam’s, or yellow Y 
that high energy physics has led to 
many technological advances for the charm heavier c + 2/3e red R, blue B, all four 
whole society but that the field is fal- or yellow Y 
tering, both for lack of funding and 
lack of graduate students choosing bottom heavier b - 1/3e red R, blue B, all four 
particle physics. Lederman is a fre- or yellow Y 
quent and eloquent spokesman for 

: basic research. top heaviest t + 2/3e redR, blue B, all four 
A few theoretical ideas discussed in or yellow Y 

the special session were “preons,” the 
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accelerator. What was high energy at 

TABLE 2: The Leptons the first Rochester conference in 1950 

lepton electric is very low energy today. 

name mass flavor number charge interactions There are facilities at some accelera- 

—— —_——_ ~~ Tees nities aos tors for storing high energy electrons 

. . . or protons by trapping them ina circu- 

electron e- very light é Le=+1 . gravity, weak ; lar path using a magnetic field. When 
electromagnetic enough particles have accumulated in 

Be . sucha storage ring, they are allowed to 

electron =0 Ve bene e gravity, weak collide with a bot aiet votating beam 
neutrino Ve i : é 

of particles, greatly increasing the 

. Lee 5 . effect of the accelerator. A low-energy 

muon. A medium M Hd fF gravity, weak storage ring facility is heavily used at 
electromagnetic the UW Physical Sciences Laboratory 

muon. , (PSL) in Stoughton, Wisconsin. PSL 

neutrinov, =O Yu Lu=+1 0 gravity, weak housed an accelerator built in the 

. : 1960s as a test model for one of the 

tauon T heavy r Lr=+1 < gravity, weak . larger accelerators. The conversion of 
electromagnetic that accelerator for low-energy use in 

tau =0 Vr Lr= 1 0 gravity, weak pe ae ae 4 atl ico oe no 
neutrino vz enee! matter (or solid state) physi- 

cists. 

Every elementary particle has a That is, there are six quark flavors. These storage rings and colliding 

companion antiparticle, which is not Similarly, there are six lepton flavors. beams are the most powerful man- 

included in the “six quarks.” The way Table 2 has an extra column, called made tools used now by experimental- 

we tell one particle from another is by —_ lepton number, which is similar to lep- ists. Major colliding beam facilities are 

properties called “quantum numbers”; ton flavor but which reflects the pair- in Geneva, Hamburg, Stanford, and 

for example, electric charge or spin. ing of each neutrino with a massive Cornell (the newest). Other major 

The quantum numbers of a particle _ lepton partner; e.g. the ve with the e~. accelerators are near Chicago (Fermi- 
determine which interactions it will lab), Novosibirsk (Siberia), Brook- 
undergo. Tools haven (Long Island), and Serpukov 

All of the above definitions are The tools of experimental particle (Russia). All of these accelerators, plus 

summarized in Tables 1, 2, and 3, research are giant accelerators, which the lower energy accelerators scat- 

where I list the quarks, leptons, and accelerate particles to very high ener- tered around the world, are used by 

bosons and the quantum numbers gies, whence the name “high energy experimentalists from every country 

relevant to their interactions, together physics,” and huge detectors used to with a high energy physics program. 

with some numbers on the relative observe the debris when energetic par- 

strengths of the interactions. In these ticles collide with targets and “break Rules 

tables I introduce the symbols for par- open.” By observing these collision 

ticles where appropriate and also two products, we infer the properties of By “understanding” the elementary 

important quantum numbers (also the particles and their interactions. particles, we mean understanding 

whimsically named), flavor and color The tools of theoretical particle their fundamental interactions with 

charge. Flavor is the property neces- research are mathematics, computers, each other. Part of this understanding 

sary to feel the weak interaction, and and lots of talk, chalk, pencils, and definitely involves defining “elemen- 

color, which I will return to, is neces- paper. tary” and “fundamental.” Until recent- 

sary for the strong interaction. The The “high energy” of high energy ly, the four interactions (gravity, weak, 
names of the quarks are their flavors. physics is redefined with every new electromagnetic, and strong) were 

TABLE 3: The Bosons 

interactions 

| which this 
interaction carried property needed to strength of boson ma’ 

name mass by this boson have this interaction this interaction itself feel 

graviton 0 gravity mass or energy — 10520 gravity 

weak boson W£Z° very heavy weak flavor ~ 1074 gravity, 
weak, 
electromagnetic 

photon y 0 electromagnetic electric charge 1/137 gravity 

gluon g ~0 strong color charge ~1 gravity, strong 
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considered to be distinct and funda- was used for this property to describe a quark not bound into a baron or 
mental, with some particles feeling all the fact that each flavor of quark meson. Until very recently, all of these 
of them, some just one. Now there has appears to come in three types (red R, experiments had negative results. 
been a successful “unification” of the blue B, and yellow Y), but quarks are Quarks seem to be confined by a very 
theories of weak and electromagnetic never seen free. Thus the bound states strong “glue” into combinations of 
interactions, and theorists hope some- are referred to as “white,” the combi- only qqgq (three quarks or qq (quark, 
day to have a single theory treating all nation of R + B + Y in the case of antiquark). Color was invented to des- 
observed interactions as manifesta- baryons or RR (red and antired), etc., cribe quark confinement, and recent 
tions of just one fundamental inter- in the case of mesons. A proton, for theories called lattice gauge theories 

action. example, has two up quarks and one have probably explained confinement. 
The rules of particle physics change down quark, eachinadifferent “color.” _If, however, a quark hunt were suc- 

as our understanding of the particles Since we are for some unknown rea- cessful, the considerable effort which 
progresses. In 1950 there were few son “colorblind,” we can’t tell which has gone into confinement theories 
enough “elementary particles” that quark or antiquark is carrying which would have been wasted. A new the- 
they could be classified by their color. ory would be needed which allowed 
weights, or masses, into heavy baryons, The two previous rules about quarks (rare) free quarks. As we shall see, a 
middle-weight mesons, and light weight were related to the strong interaction. recent quark hunt may have been suc- 
leptons. The baryons were the p+ andn There is a rule which applies to flavor cessful. Thus quark confinement is one of 
(proton and neutron); the mesons and thus to the weak interaction. the biggest problems, both theoreti- 
were the m+, m-, 770 (pions); and the There are six quark flavors. A particle cally and experimentally. 

leptons were the e- and ve (electron containing quarks, except the proton At the Madison meeting, positive 

and its neutrino) and their antiparti- (maybe!) may decay to lower mass par- results were announced for a quark 
cles (e+ and Ve). The muon, or heavy ticles containing quarks of different search experiment at Stanford. These 
electron,was already an anomaly, flavors by the weak interaction. For results will be controversial until some- 
being of meson weight but not acting example, a meson containing a strange one else has repeated the experiment, 
like pions. A few mesons other than quark may decay to mesons containing but William Fairbank, George La Rue, 
pions were known, which acted only the lighter up and down quarks and their collaborators have been 
“strangely” and were thus called and may even decay to leptons, which working on this quark search for sev- 
strange mesons. Now we know these contain no quarks. Quark flavor may eral years and so far no fault can be 
particles contain strange quarks. change; it is not conserved. found in their technique or analysis. 

On the other hand, although the six Thus free quarks may exist. (Other 
Now there are hundreds of baryons lepton flavors may also change as current quark searches give negative 

and mesons and six leptons. Higher heavier leptons decay into lighter ones or very weakly positive results.) 
energy physics long since obliterated by the weak interaction, leptons are 
the “light-heavy” distinctions. Baryon subject to a constraint: the lepton 
now means “composed of three quarks — umber, Le, Ly, or Lz, may not change in an 
or three antiquarks, each ofadifferent interaction. The lepton number column 
color.” Meson means “having a quark of Table 2 shows that each negatively 
and an antiquark, with their colors charged massive lepton or its partner 
cancelling.” Leptons do not act as if neutrino has a special lepton number i 

they are composite, and they do not — of +1. The antiparticles, e.g. the e+ Pec mon dlom cocka in iar OHne\cons 
carry color. and Ve, have lepton number -1. ference, greets Vernon Hughes of 

Two rules govern the construction In any reaction, the sum of Le or L Yale in the lobby of the Madison 
4p Civic Center, where three days of of baryons and mesons from quarks. or Lz values must be the same in the i y' 

The first rule, that observable particles initial and final systems. An example is plenary pesslons Were held. The 3 

such as baryons and mesons must have n— p+ +e- + Ve (left side Le = 0; right parallel peers met Be the Humani- 

three quarks or a quark and antiquark, side Le = 0 + 1 - 1 = 0). This is the ae lel y nanial rae and 
is easy to understand from Table 1. famous “beta” (electron) decay of the cA jem Art Center on the UW- 

Observed particles have electric charge neutron n intoa proton p+, discovered Madison campus. 
of +e, -e, or 0 (as do the leptons and by Henri Becquerel in 1896. arenas 
bosons). Thus the “electric charge” cS S } 
column for quarks, together with one Free Quarks? ae F “~ 7) 

for antiquarks, both of which have coe Ps hg v 

fractional electric charge, allows one to The unsolved problems in high faa wil 
write down all possible combinations, energy physics cannot be divided ae ( ae 
i.e. baryons and mesons, filling at least neatly into experimental and theoreti- las S ee g a 
forty pages. If a baryon or meson has cal categories. There is too strong an cae ag . j 
any flavor of quark other than up or interplay between the two. Forexam- o ja Raed: 
down, it is referred to by that flavor: ple, since 1963, when Murray Gell- a MR fae ~ Py 
whence strange mesons, the discovery Mann and George Zweig (both of the . 4 NY yf eS 
of charmed particles, and “bare bottom” —_ California Institute of Technology) in- b dud Me a fs, 
mesons. dependently explained the growing x | a 

The second rule for combining number of baryons and mesons by , i, eed Se 
quarks is that observed particles must _—_ inventing quarks, many experiment- a ote 
carry nocolorcharge. Thenamecolor _ershavesearchedforafreequark,ie., = = Ce es , 
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The Fairbank et al. experiment is a Nobel Prize with Steven Weinberg, we 

sophisticated version of aclassicexper- also of Harvard, and Salam for their <— 

iment taught about and performed in __ successful unification of the weak and << _ ~ 
high school and college introductory electromagnetic theories.) A new fla- .— ._ 

physics courses: the Millikan oil drop _ vor of quark makes its appearance at oe — —* 

experiment. accelerators when the blob of energy a a 

In 1909, Robert Millikan measured _ created in a collision, usually of an e+ cae I 

the unit (quantum) of charge on an and e-, is energetic enough to produce A 

electron by suspending very small oil the quark and its antiquark, bound p 

drops between two electrically charg- together into a meson. Loyal Durand, cochairman of the 
ed plates so that the drops experienced In 1977 Leon Lederman discovered a conference, sets a good example for 

anelectric force. If the oildrophadno __ fifth (bottom) quark in a particle he _canoeists on the day off. It is a com- 
excess charge, it would fall due to grav- named the upsilon (YT). (Upsilon was mon phenomenon, reported by 
ity. If it had excess negative charge, it | one of the few unused Greek letters in mathematicians and physicists at 
would be attracted to the positive the particle zoo, but Lederman’s col- least, that activities such as this are 
plate, while an excess positive charge  leaguesclaimhenamedthis“white”bb conducive to problem solving: 
would draw it toward the negative particle the “oops-Leon” after him- answers spontaneously occur during 
plate. By measuring the mass of the self.) The upsilon does not itself carry or after relaxation. 

drop and how much voltage between the quantum number bottom, since b 

the plates it took to holdit stillor have cancels b. Immediately, theorists pre- 
it fall at a certain rate, Millikan could dicted that the f should have two very 
measure the charge on the drop. He similar, more massive siblings, the TY’ 
fine-tuned his experiment until he de- and Y”, which would have long life- 
tected quantum differences in charge times. (“Long” in our language is UW-Madison was a principal investi- 

equal to the charge on an electron, around 10-16 seconds. “Short” is gator in one of the collaborations at 
called simply e. around 10-?3 seconds.) Then there DESY which first announced and later 
Quarks, with charge + 1/3 e or+ 2/3 would be an TY” which was energetic confirmed the gluon evidence.) 

e, are rare in their free state, if they | enough to decay quickly into lighter The footprint of the gluonis called a 
exist at all; but they canbe observed by |= mesons which would carry the quan- _— “three jet” event. When the e+ and e- 
a similar, though more careful and tum number bottom. The Y’ and Y” collide, they annihilate into a blob of 
sophisticated, experiment. Oil drops were seen soon after the Y. The hunt —_ tremendous energy. Out of this en- 

are replaced by tiny niobium balls, for the Y”’ decay products was referred ergy, a quark-antiquark pair is created. 
coated with tungsten. (Early in the tos the search for “bare bottom.” The q and q both still have extra 
Fairbank experiment, bumper stickers This year a new electron storage —_ energy, and they proceed through the 
appeared in the Palo Alto area saying, _ ting (called CESR) started operatingat —_ laboratory “dressing” themselves with 
“You need tungsten-coated niobium Cornell. The CESR group announced —_ many more qq pairs which all eventu- 
balls to find quarks.”) Instead of balanc- at the Madison conference the discov- ally condense into“ white” mesons and 
ing electrical and gravitational forces, ery of the Y’”, at the predicted energy baryons and are observed in the detec- 
a different electrical effect is looked and with the predicted properties. The tors around the accelerator. The origi- 
for. The Fairbank group, noted for significance of this result is that it con- nal energetic q and q have a trail of 
doing difficult experiments very care- firms our theoretical understanding of mesons and baryons going in roughly 
fully, reported seeing severaleventsof particle physics. the same directions as the qand q were 
1/3 fractional charge. To complete the quark picture pre- going when they were created. These 

If we have free quarks, then we dicted theoretically, theorists are eag- trails are called jets. Any fast quark 
must dump partsofourcurrenttheory _ erly awaiting the discovery of the top leaves a jet of high energy particles in 
of the strong interaction, called QCD — quark, which cannot happen until the _the laboratory. At a high enough colli- 
for Quantum Chromo (Color) Dynam- _ next higher energy storage ring is sion energy, an energetic gluon g can 
ics. We are all anxious to know __ operating. be formed in the blob along with the q 
whether to believe the Fairbank et al. and q. The gluon, which binds two 

result! Glue colored quarks via the strong interac- 

Only one of the fundamental bo- tion, carries double color and therefore 
sons, the photon, had been observed as is not white and cannot be free. It 

Bare Bottom a free particle until 1979. Photons are dresses itself in the same way the 
The success of the quark model, massless quanta of light, heat, radio quarks do, by spewing out pairs of qq. 

from its invention when only up, waves, x-rays, etc. Experimentalists and more gluons. Thus three jets will 
down, and strange flavors were have looked for direct evidence of the be seen if a sufficiently energetic gluon 
known, has been its ability to predict | gluon and weak bosons in many accel- was created in the e+ e~ collision. 
the masses and quantum numbers of erator experiments. In 1979 a storage Enough three-jet events have now 
baryons and mesons which had not yet _ ring opened at a laboratory in Ham- been observed to confirm that the 

been seen. In 1974 the fourth quark burg, Germany, called DESY (Deutch- gluon has integer spin and to study its 

charm was found. It had been pre- es _Elektronen Synchrotron). There, other properties. The properties are 
dicted from properties of the weak — evidence for the gluon was found in just as predicted by current theory, so 
interaction by Sheldon Glashow, _ early experiments. By the 1980 XX the result is viewed as an important 
which wasa theoretical triumph. (Gla- Conference, this evidence had been confirmation of our understanding of 
show, of Harvard, shared the 1979 confirmed. (Professor Sau-Lan Wu of the strong interaction. 
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Neutrino Oscillations or new phenomenon was reported at the plete the quark flavor-lepton sym- 
The Future of the Universe Madison conference by Frederick metry, which is appealing theoretically. 

Reines of the University of California 
As well as we could measure, until at Irvine and his collaborators. Work- a es been dogma that the only 

very recently, the three neutrinos ing at nuclear reactors, they claim to allowed weak eee ae uae pros 
were massless. They also have no have observed one kind of neutrino ere Se nilstes re Sn 2 

charge and no color charge. This is changing into another, such as ve — nee oat ae ee eat . 
why neutrinos pass through town, and vz, breaking the previously sacred rule Serie aun i ie hentia eee 
through the earth, and even through of lepton number conservation. This tok Seren ae en Sree into a 
the sun, silently, tracelessly. They announcement by Reines is the subject 18; ate oe Poe cone iE 
have a very low probability of interact- of much controversy, and other Hes c ee : ano a quark. 

ing and leaving a mark. (For some time, groups are questioning some aspects ‘ St result was leptons, lepton num- 

the citizens of West Chicago, Illinois, of the analysis. er had to be conserved, The proton 
woriedeabout the cecmilabeneatrine The result is called a neutrino oscil- seca foecuon most likely to be seen is 
beam passing through their town: no lation (there is a probability that vz — P ee jamie ea i 
damage has been reported!) Ve can also occur). Because this flavor eee two quarks inside the proton 

One of the two uses for neutrinos, change can only happen if neutrinos ecome a single lepton and an anti- 

and the only reason to have three have mass (hitherto unmeasurably ee Pee Beene be a 
instead of one, is to enforce the lepton small), it carries implications for the er coon Aum crus ao obec 
number conservation law discussed closure of the universe. The universe aes. einer things: . . 
under “Rules.” is now expanding rapidly and will con- Experiments deep in mineshafts, 

Conservation laws such as Le or Ly tinue to expand indefinitely unless it uiere the ae ane the Geteciore 
or Lz remaining the same during an has enough mass/energy for gravity to ae nee a ney Beene (Pr aa 
interaction are related by physicists to slow its expansion and “close” it. There a oie Berl ete POTeEOS 
“symmetries” of the interaction. is not enough visible matter to close the a ee, rae, See neta Pune 
Symmetry principles are clean and ele- universe andcauseittocontracteven-  ©!P4 ee a oe ail 
gant, but there are very few exactly tually. Massive neutrinos could pro- mae Gi : cen ae c nf h S 
obeyed symmetries. One is conserva- vide the needed extra mass for this Gs qee tah, w: a 1S One 0) eh 

tion of electric charge. As mentioned closure. ae eer aoe pier a 
before, flavor is one of the quantum Confirmation of neutrino masses O} Observe te TootpElne (Or eras 
mumberswhichtisinot conserved! and oscillation would be front-page ture of a single proton decay in 10 

The unification of weak, electro- news in physics. Although both ideas protons during a year, about 300 tons 

magnetic, and strong interactions, as it depart from the traditional picture of o oe ee eter) or Neen are 
now stands, predicts two new pheno- leptons, evidence for “unbalanced” fla- h ae ee en the pro’ py eee 

mena which have cosmological impli- vor changing among the leptons would 2 aE ise Seay Eee en 
cations and which are the subject of bring the leptons closer to the quarks wit Tele ale jal goes Pack war 
much discussion and several new ex- in terms of weak interaction behavior. with the 7°, which converts to two 
periments. Observation of the first This more symmetrical view of quarks Se Ue an ory oe positron 

and leptons is present in the latest and the two photons interact in water 
prototype unified theories, which to leave a trail of light. The experimen- 

makes neutrino oscillations very excit- talists are thus looking (roughly speak- 
ing to theorists. (Professor Vernon ing) for wo trails of light going in 
Barger of UW-Madison is one of the opposite directions, each of whose 

leading theorists making predictions total energy adds up to half the proton 
Panelists Abdus Salam and Leon onimeutrino oscillations.) rest energy. This ina roomful of water 
Lederman warm up before the spe- six or seven meters to a side, with 
cial session on the future of their Proton Decay or flashes of light going through contin- 

field. The Past of the Universe uously from cosmic rays, radioactivity 

— ane omaesemcsore Another piece of front-page news inthe rock surrounding the watcand 

_ gw ~~ | you may read about in the next year other barereund nf oO 
eo oo (unless your newspaper decays) is the deep in mines, there can be false 

. KC —) decay of the proton. The predicted life- signals.) 
— w= ) _-—~—~—sttime ~of the proton is around 10% There are two cosmological implica- 

rr e years! This means that to see one _ tions of proton decay. One is that if the 
8 ec > Sl decay in one year, 1032 protons would universe continues to expand and 

. oo ; have tobe watched. (Therearearound “live” forever, eventually all familiar 
fa e 108° protons in the universe, which is matter, which depends on the exist- 

eae / “only” 1019 years old.) Don’t hold your _ ence of protons and neutrons, will be 
oo s) ‘ breath! The reason proton decay is gone. The neutrons can decay, sim- 

. : : if | being looked foralsohastodowiththe _ ilarly to protons, into mesons and posi- 
ef ee SS latest attempts at a unified theory, trons or antineutrinos. “Soon” (around 
Ve r : : io which predict that quark flavor should 1033 years) positrons and electrons will 
~ i be allowed to change to lepton flavor, be the only massive particles left, and 

AM poss = o _ swith very low probability, by the weak _ they will annihilate each other to leave 
{ i interaction. This process would com- _—_ photons. The universe will contain 
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ow ko S 

only photons and neutrinos and anti- ' Ms 7 - lt ie ee TES . = he 
neutrinos, and not much will be going \ 7) Nx”) ‘ a ba 

on! " \. SE J ie y ene “4 
The Beco ang probably me in- . 4 Me | er sad a , i : 

teresting though less apocalyptic ata, i Pe a, a fo... 
sounding implication is that we would — . 1 od ,— 2 x aa x “ Dee 
have an explanation for the dominance =n Pint rs Le y 
of matter over antimatter in today’s ox eo pe “ A hg. ys & . Ya 
universe. In the Big Bang, and for a ‘BPH me Cf we Se sol) % 4 — 
few split seconds after it, matter and 4 >» _ 2 4 Pgs Saf , i. —_ 
antimatter in the form of very heavy Wea aN my Pa aw ’ 7 ~~ 
bosons (much heavier than anything in  } - al as Ren 8 ie E 
Table 3) should have been formed. A 4 ee be ae 
“Eventually” (within 10-38 seconds or 2 i " . & si ea Sea ee — oD 
so) these bosons would have decayed ee CR" LO — 4 
as the universe expanded and cooled, eo hy SP et a a 7 

leaving behind protons, antiprotons, Ce Ae ee { 
electrons, positrons, and more energy : 

in the form of photons and neutrinos. W-, and Z°. Perhaps gravity willbe bet- _ In lieu of a banquet, physicists 
There would be equalamounts of mat- _ter understood relative to the other _ enjoyed a picnic. In the foreground 
ter and antimatter unless three techni- _ interactions and perhaps there willbe | are Maurice Goldhaber, Ling-Li 
cal conditions held during those early —_q beautiful unified theory of three or | Wang, and Giacomo Morpurgo, illus- 
split seconds. And if there were equal even four of the interactions. And we _ trating the international character of 
numbers of particles and antiparticles will know what surprises the next the conference. 
then, there should be now. One of the eight years have in store. Should we 

three conditions is the decay of prot- —_ happen to host the 1988 conference 
ons, neutrons, and their antiparticles, (unlikely, once the euphoria wears 
technically called nonconservation of off), we will change one thing: we will 

Baryon number. The second principle, rent enough canoes to take the entire 
technically called nonconservation of conference canoeing—spread out 

CP (where C stands for changing the with some here and some there, to 

sign of the charge and P stands for an keep up an illusion that physicists pass 
operation called parity), is the well through Wisconsin like neutrinos, hap- 
established fact of the weak interac- pily, silently, and tracelessly. oO 
tion allowing more atoms and elec- 
trons to be produced than antiprotons 
and positrons, for which Val Fitch of 
Princeton and James Cronin of the 
University of Chicago’s Brookhaven 
Laboratory received the 1980 Nobel 
prize in physics. This, of course, is 
what we see: matter dominates the uni- 
verse. Antimatter comets would then 
be strictly ruled out except as artifacts 
of science fiction! 

Expectations 

The next United States high energy 
conference in the Rochester series will 
be in 1988. What physics should we 
know by 1988? We should know by 
then with certainty whether quarks 
can exist in a free state, whether prot- 

ons ever decay, and whether neutrinos 
have mass. Knowing the latter two 
facts, we will know much better both 
the past and future of the whole uni- 
verse. We will have found the sixth 
quark, whose family should all exist at 
energies we can now predict (or else 
our theories will have changed!); and 
we should have seen the footprints of 
the weak interaction bosons, the W+, 
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A Story by Dale O’Brien 

©)... the window in the shimmering heat was an I. those days before we moved to town, Ma lived in an 
endless flatness of land, golden land rippling in long waves invariably frustrated hope that she’d make friends with 
as the wheat bent to the steady wind. Ma, fresh froma bath, some kindred soul, but there weren’t any such to be had. At 
her black hair in a bun at the back of her head, her white least, she never found one in the countryside. Her heart did 
apron over her floral print dress, peered through the win- do a quick leap one day when Mr. Brozek, a Bohemian who 
dow, her eyes searching the landscape for a sign of Pa and had immigrated with his family to a nearby farm, came to 
the new hired man. see Pa. He knocked deferentially at the door and when Ma 

The table in the dining room was already set: the white opened it he bowed low and made a sweeping arc across his 
linen cloth and napkins, the everyday silver, the everyday waist with his tattered straw hat. 

chinaware (it was Limoges, brought from Chicago), some “Hullo missus,” Mr. Brozek said. “I come to see Doc.” 
cut glass bowls for the vegetables and condiments, silver “Y’m sorry, Mr. Brozek, I expect him any minute. Won't 
candlesticks. The roast, keeping ready in the oven, was you come in and wait? I'll make coffee. Would you prefer 
done; pots of water for the vegetables were boiling, the tea?” 

cherry pie cooling on the counter. “No missus. I come back.” 
As always, the boxy, little house, a brave, white thing But Ma relished the moment anyway. The other farmers 

sitting apart in spirit more so than location from everything she had met never doffed their hats. Most of the time, they 
else on the Kansas farm, was immaculate. My mother was never removed them even in the house. And they would say 
rabid about cleanliness. Every floor of that house was things to Pa like, “Your woman told me you'd be here in an 
washed and waxed weekly by the hired woman on her hour.” Always “your woman,” as if she were one of the 
knees. The children were bathed daily, as were their clothes livestock. Her remaining hopes for the Brozek family—I 
which, in the summer, retained the scorching heat they don’t recall that she ever met Mrs. Brozek—were irretriev- 
absorbed on the line even after they’d been put away in the ably dashed one day when she learned from Pa that the 
drawers for days. The country school that my brother and I Brozeks had had their tenth child. That was fine news, of 
and, later, fora while, our sister attended was supplied from course, but Pa disclosed that Mrs. Brozek had been follow- 
the day of our enrollment with toilet paper my mother ing a horse-drawn plow when her labor had started. She 
provided to supplant the catalog pages that were tradi- made herself as comfortable as she could under a nearby 
tional. This citified affectation not only was the gossip of cottonwood tree, fearing she couldn’t reach her distant 
the countryside but caused my brother and me some bloody home in time, and had the baby without assistance right 
noses, considered by our schoolmates to be necessary ther- there. “Animals!” was Ma’s tight-lipped comment. It would 

apy for our alien ways. But my mother was not to be be thirty more years—after Pa had died and Ma moved back 
deterred. There were inviolable rules for a civilized life on to a Chicago she no longer knew and found hostile and 
the Plains, rules dictated by her Chicago upbringing. By inhospitable—before, in retrospect, she would admit to an 
virtue of our very isolation from that distant and precious understanding and sometimes even a love for the ways of 
civilization they were the more rigorously to be upheld. the West. 
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Te es oe ee OS Gh ee | De AMIR a ee =~« before he could serve it, Gerald, with a beautiful passion, 
RES ka jaws ie eo had started putting away whatever was reachable, one hand ‘ Ps Pe le Rena: aa oes es 
yg vt , < bees ae 4 ergs a ag, =) darting here for the Parker House rolls and there for the 
1° y Coole, 3 : . bd ee vet salad, a muscular arm reaching in front of first one and then 
sie © ‘ Be ey, tg fie fe another of us as he collected the butter, the coffee pot, the 

a a Vy 2 Al, oe | piccalilli, the preserves. Pa served the roast, already acutely 
Dy x Pp es Oh Se —_— = |! aware that he should give Gerald an outsize slab and realiz- : “ é J i 

i > La oe nag oe Vy ing after he had done so that he might as well have used a 
eae” tt hen ‘4 TO A Ee _— | i salad fork to.pitch hay to the stud horse. 

‘ Nees ti‘ While he hunched to his eating, Gerald would lift his eyes 
nt 2. now and then, fix Ma with a worshipful gaze and say, “My 

— “ i jo le a — _ Gawd, Ma’am!” wipe his mouth with the back of his hand, 
¢ sn Sa a and readdress himself to his joyful task. The rest of us— 

Ma, about two years before the time of this story. The even Pa—sat silent and transfixed as if we had unkowingly 
author is at right. At left, his brother Gordon, now a pro- welcomed some extraplanetary creature to our table and so 
fessor of English at the University of Minnesota. were regarding him in awe as he revealed his unearthly 

capacities to us. 

it was about 6120 ‘when they trooped uy incoush foe G erald finished eating long before the rest of us. He let 
kitchen door, Pa smiling and saying, “Smells good!” and : ‘ . 

: ; py i out a wet and melodious belch, patted his belly, smiled a look 
Gerald, the hired man, saying, “Evening, Ma’am; howdy, i 
ae 5 a of unalloyed love at Ma, managed another “My Gawd, 

kids,” and patting me on the head. Ma kissed Pa, said, “Good Ma’am,” slid back his chair and, without ado, sat down on 
evening, Mr. Maupin,” to Gerald, who pronounced his a u 

‘ ¥ , the floor beside the table. 
name with a hard G. “Hurry and wash up now. Supper’s eH 3 Negi ee 

Ms ‘ : I’m glad you enjoyed your dinner, Mr. Maupin,” said Ma, 
ready.” She eyed their footsteps on the linoleum with con- tremblin 
cern, calculating whether she’d have time to run a mop over a 8. ; aaa 
the fl bef td io ae My Gawd, Ma’am, shore beats fried’ steak and cream 

€ Moor berore we sat down fo supper. gravy. What you call that kind of cooking, Ma’am? I'd shore 
like to get me a woman what could cook that way. My 

I Gawd, that’s good eatin’!” 
hey were down from the bathroom ina few minutes, Ma hesitantly began an explanation of why she preferred 

Pa witha fresh white shirt on, one of a stock of white shirts roasting and baking meats to frying them, not at all sure, 
Ma bought or i at iggy stoi ele peel ieee compl ted teat Rel eesti ras kG Gerald ERE 

she went to icago. Gerald's face an ands were sions of adoration for her dinner, that such pearls wouldn’t 
scrubbed and his greased hair was combed straight back and be wasted on this creature from the barnyard. Her uncer- 
flat against his head. But down around the base of his neck tainty was justified, for she stopped in midsentence to admit 
was the line where he had stopped scrubbing and below it the intrusion of another “My Gawd, ma’am” and to stare 
the dampened dirt of the day still reposed. Gerald’s heavy with incomprehension at what Gerald was doing. 
boots threatened to drop another clump of barnyard soil on He kept talking, repeating such things as, “Shore wish I 
the floor. Ma wrinkled her nose but she held her tongue. could get me a woman like you,” but preoccupied now with 
Hired man or not, Gerald was still a guest in her house and unlacing his dusty boots and peeling off his sweaty cotton 
entitled to all courtesies. socks. Boots and socks removed and talking all the while 

ae i days ee farm pve _ ey ee eee the ee i at Ma’s Le ped ie Heh leg 
ifty yards removed from our home, which was used by the orward along the carpet, leaned back, and fished in his 
hired man or couple as the case might be. Gerald had driven right pants pocket for something. He withdrew a big bone- 
his flivver up to it the day before, when he moved in, and handled jack knife and opened an authoritative blade. I 
stowed his aear inside. ae _ I i eae it oe feel Pa pie es and eke by oe 
‘urned out—the only occasion that Gerald, a stocky, outgo- of the scene, stared at the weapon. I, for one, didn’t thin 

ing, and amiable young man with glittering teeth, would that Gerald had anything malign in mind, and I’m sure the 
ever visit our home. Modest it was, but to Gerald it was other children didn’t either. Gerald was an amiable Here- 
Versailles. His astonished eyes swept in the furniture ford bull of a man, and there couldn’t be any reckless insan- 
(bought right out of Marshall Field’s windows), the paint- ity in such a healthy personality, so unaffectedly generous 
ings, the worn Oriental rugs, and especially the table ser- in his praise of Ma’s cuisine. But we were nonetheless 

vice. aaa meat eae Rita a es e ade Ne on ae did a dinner guest comport himself 
erald was happily at ease. Mis big, muscular hands on the so informally in Ma’s home. 

table, each nail exhibiting a black crescent of earth, he Limited though his vocabulary was, Gerald continued his 
leaned forward and with intensity examined each dish that panegyric for the magical things he had so recently en- 
Ma brought from the kitchen. He scrutinized the individual gorged. While he talked, and oblivious of the astonished 
dishes with such lustful concentration and such joyous stares fixed on him, he brought his bare right foot back over 
anticipation that I salivated for him, swallowing frequently the other leg, drawing it as close as he could to his lap. And 
to keep pace with his developing passion. then, grasping the bone handle with the easy assurance of 
is hg lod aa Genki aoe ee ms is eo lvig ts ae ee oe his cera 

spoke he began helping himself to foothills of buttere “You got the receipts for these dishes, Ma’am, incase I get 

green beans, fresh, whole beets, cauliflower au gratin, and me a woman who’d like to learn?” Off came a nail paring 
potatoes boiled with the skins on. Pa carved the roast, but onto the carpet, and then another. 
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Tee was no reply from Ma. There was indeed no 
response from any of us, not for a while, anyway. Ma left 
the table and walked quickly toward the kitchen, grasping 
the kitchen door frame to keep from collapsing. We child- 
ren, troubled by what we knew would be Ma’s sobbing 
outrage later on, ran from the house to the yard. Pa 
remained to oversee Gerald, fearing, I know, to step into 

that kitchen. 
There was an electric silence in the house when we came 

back in. Gerald had strolled back to his own place down the 
path, no doubt to relive his unearthly experience and to 
calculate which of the unmarried ladies of his acquaintance 
might possibly be capable of learning the arcane arts he had 
seen and savored. Pa was reading, or pretending to read, the 
paper. I knew that if there had been no tension in the house, 
he would have been playing solitaire at the cleared table. He 
played at least a half dozen games of solitaire every evening 
when he didn’t have anything heavy on his mind. Ma was Retirement 
stillin the kitchen, uttering no sound but, in her distraught 
state, being reckless with the Limoges. . 

No word was said that whole night, so far as I can pe a ee 
remember, until Ma and Pa had gone to bed behind their Coldbefore the freee outlines 
rarely closed door. I was in bed, still reflecting on the events theraneutcentinel chigtle 
of the evening, and I could hear the swelling tides of outrage stark as barbed wire i: 
coming from across the hall. “I can’t stand any more of this. Abandoning to Geows 
I’m taking the children and going back to Chicago,” were the darker grey 
about the only words I could distinguish. No sound at all rain has stained the fenceposts, 
came from Pa. At last the house was quiet. Igo inside , 

to warm myself for winter. 

—Michael Alten Kriesel 
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By Clarice Chase Dunn 

“Yes,” I answered. “I know what I’m getting into. I’m a 
When larrived in Cody, Wyoming, grimy and exhausted, teacher. The camps need teachers.” 

my reception was less than cordial. I approached the desk I could see that they still didn’t understand. 
clerk at the hotel which Buffalo Bill had named after his “Don’t you see?” I continued. “It’s precisely this situation 
ee Irma pcelea oe you o me how to get to the wis pane me to workin the pee These mere in 
Heart Mountain Relocation Center?” a tight spot. They’ve grown up in a democracy, and behin: 

The middle-aged woman held a pack of mail in mid-air barbed wire their faith in democracy will be shaken up. 
and glared at me. They've got to have teachers who realize this.” 

“You mean that Jap camp?” We talked about Executive Order 9066 issued by Presi- 
“Yes, I was told that it was half way between Cody and dent Roosevelt on February 19, 1942, which had authorized 

Powell.” the removal of the West Coast Japanese from their homes 
“You can’t go there,” she snapped. “Why would you want and their dispersal and resettlement in ten camps located in 

to anyway?” wastelands of Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, 
“T have a job there,” I explained. “Is there a bus?” Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming. We talked about minorities in 
She gave me a scornful look, turned her back, and began general and the inherent danger to society when the rights 

sorting mail. of democracy are not available to all of its citizens. 
As I sat down in one of the overstuffed chairs in the lobby Finally, the sandy-haired one gave his summation. 

to ponder my predicament, two young men, who had been “Yes, 1 know all that stuff. I got A’s in sociology in college. 
watching, introduced themselves and asked if they might But, this is different.” 
join me. They told me that since they would soon be enter- That statement coming from this intelligent young man 
ing the armed services, their parents had given them a shocked me into the realization that democracy proclaimed 
farewell gift, a trip through Yellowstone National Park. is not necessarily democracy practiced. 
“We passed that camp you were asking about,” the lanky When after two days I managed to get to Heart Mountain 

one said. “Black tar paper shacks. Pretty bleak looking.” with some other War Relocation Authority (WRA) 
“Barbed wire fence all around it,” added the other. “Did employes, I was further shocked by the knowledge that I too 

you know you would be working behind barbed wire?” had ingested prejudice. 
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We couldn’t start teaching until school barracks were here but a silence which only intensified the howl of the 
completed, and housing for evacuees naturally took prece- wind outside the barracks. 
dence. In the meantime, teachers were assigned clerical The usual teacher-to-student greeting wouldn’t do, but 
work in the administration building and a variety of other what should I say? 
tasks. Between assignments we were on our own. “Students. This is not the type of school we are used to. 

One day as I sat in the back of the mess hall reviewing We’re used to brick buildings, libraries, blackboards, green 
some of the textbooks I had brought with me and making lawns. That’s what school means to us, doesn’t it? I wonder 
tentative lesson plans, an elderly Japanese cook brought me if we’ve been wrong in our definition. If we don’t have a 
a cup of tea and piece of cake. I froze. The ugly posters, the comfortable, well-equipped building, can we still have a 
signboards depicting a Japanese face anda rat’s body which I school? If we change our definition, perhaps we can. Let’s 
had seen all the way from Washington to Wyoming flashed say that a school is a teacher who wants to teach and 
before me. The concern of acquaintances, “Will you be safe students who want to learn. OK?” 
out there with the Japs? Why don’t you stay here and work Hollow words, spoken to reassure myself as well as my 
where you'll be safe?” class. I went on telling them about the strolling classrooms 

The moment of terror passed. A kind, gentle man was of ancient Greece and about the primitive pioneer schools of 
inviting me to share a mid-morning snack. I smiled my early America. Students had managed to learn sitting on 
gratitude. wooden benches with only a few ragged books and a slate 

That same day, I met my first Japanese friend, Lafayette for equipment. 
Noda. Together we organized an evening class on coopera- When I thought I saw a flicker of response, I switched to 
tives, which gave me an opportunity to work with adults, the personal and told them about growing up on a Wiscon- 
both Issei and Nisei, and to acquire a wider knowledge of the sin farm during World War I, feeling guilty because of my 
camp community. half-German heritage and not knowing why. I asked them 

After the first meeting with my adult study groups, the to tell me about themselves. Timidly, a few hands went up,a 
orientation material put out by the WRA began to take on few brief introductions, but most remained silent. Then I 
meaning in human terms. This civilian agency created to passed out paper and pencils and asked them to write letters 
administer the centers had issued bulletins detailing the of introduction to me. 
background of relocation and explaining terminology. Because I couldn’t think of anything better to do, | fol- 

I learned that Japanese aliens, those born in Japan and lowed the same procedure in all of my classes. 
thus ineligible for American citizenship were called Issei. That evening as I sat in my barrack room reading the 

Their children, born in the United States and therefore introductions, one item of similarity caught my attention. 
citizens, were Nisei. Third generation toddlers were Sansei. “My name is Matsuo Nitta. I am an American citizen.” 
The Kibei were Nisei who had spent considerable time in “1, Mary Wada, am a Japanese American citizen of the 

Japan. United States.” 
And—I saw references to Caucasian personnel. Except in “I am Mariko Ono. I was born an American citizen on 

a textbook category, I had never thought of myself as a June 8, 1927, at Wapato, Washington.” 
Caucasian. Somehow being classified made me feel un- During my previous four years of teaching, no student 

comfortable. had ever mentioned American citizenship as an item of 
About two weeks after my arrival at Heart Mountain, the identification. Nor had I! 

schoolroom barracks were ready for use. Ready? Well, each My freshmen were more articulate than the sophomores. 
small barrack was equipped with rows of rough wooden In their letters of introduction they told in simple poignant 
benches, a pot-bellied army stove, and a chair for the terms just what evacuation had meant to them: the puppy 
teacher. No books. No blackboards. No toilet facilities or given to a Caucasian friend to care for; the pony ridden 
drinking fountains. No study halls. The gable areas connect- alongside the departing trainload of evacuees by the tow- 

ing the individual rooms of the six barracks were as yet headed lad who promised not to let Ranger forget his Nisei 
unfinished. master. As the days passed, they also spoke up more in the 

The Heart Mountain area had once been known as “Wide classroom. Occasionally they would request that I just talk 
Open Gulch,” a pocket of sand, sagebrush, and buffalo to them a few minutes before starting class. 
grass. In the distance loomed the Gibralter-type promi- “What shall I talk about?” 

nence which gave the camp its name. The sparse vegetation “About Wisconsin. What does it look like way out there? 
had been practically eliminated when housing for 10,000 Are there any Quakers in Wisconsin? After we went to the 
people was erected in a period of six weeks. The result was assembly center, we thought all Caucasians hated us, but 
one big dust bowl. the Quakers didn’t. They talked to us through the fence and 

On that first day of school, an October rain, sand, and brought us things we needed. Like soap. Can you sing ‘On 
sleet storm raged around the tar-paper shacks which would Wisconsin?” 
become Heart Mountain High School. Students, many I sang it off key and out of tune. How I wished I could 
unaccustomed to this type of weather and inadequately carry a tune well enough to open each class session with a 
clothed, stood huddled against the buildings waiting for rousing song. 

classes to begin. These youngsters came to school straight from the 
When I entered my classroom, fifty sophomores were crowded family barracks where fear, confusion, and despair 

waiting for me. Those in the rows near the army stove were were a part of the very air they breathed. Group singing 
wiping the perspiration from their foreheads. Away from would have relieved tensions far better than a ten minute 
the stove they were shivering with cold. chat. 

Alleyes were upon me. I tried to read them. Expectation? In Civics 9 when we studied the constitutions of Wyom- 
Foreboding? I couldn’t tell. I thought of the usual first day of ing and the other states the students had come from, 
school. Excitement. Noise. Laughter. Reunion. Nothing Tomokichi suggested that we study Wisconsin too. He 
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wrote for a copy of the state constitution. I grew fond of all See aS —— i el 
my students but especially fond of Tomokichi. After the a ff ~~. fi } | cy. 
first week of class he waited until his classmates had left the ed ee | oo 1% y | my a , 
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grinning. a) ee bo 

My seniors in Social Problems class talked not about the Sign posted in army mess halls shows 
pony left behind but about their present situation and the wartime government caricature of 
reasons for it. Some blamed their parents. Why had they Japanese. 
segregated themselves into Little Tokyos? Why hadn’t they 

become a part of greater America? discussing the tremendous property loss suffered by the 
But how could they, others asked. The cards had been evacuees, one student remarked, “The Jews really sold us 

stacked against them. They were the personification of the out!” 
“yellow peril.” Since the turn of the century that battle cry “The Jews?” I asked in surprise. 

had been used by every power-seeking group on the West “Yes, we'd get a telephone call saying we should sell 
Coast to unite in fear those they could not reach by rational everything we owned right away because they had it on 

argument. good authority that within a week all our property would be 
Ilearned of the age barrier between Issei and Nisei. Most confiscated. Ten mintues later they came to the door and 

Japanese had married late. They came to America alone, offered us $25.00 for all our living room furniture.” 
worked hard for even minimal security, and sent back to “How did you know they were Jews?” 

Japan for picture wives. There was almost a grandfather- “Well, a Jew will cheat you every chance he gets.” 
grandchildren relationship between some of the Issei and I asked Sadako to go to the piece of tar paper which we 

their children. had tacked up asa blackboard. As several students told how 
When students spoke of Nisei problems, Iasked, “Why do Jews acted, she wrote the charges on the board. Several of 

you always speak of Nisei problems. Don’t Issei have the the students showed considerable embarrassment at this 
same problems?” procedure, but I asked them to hold their rebuttal until 

They looked at me in surprise. later. When our list was complete, I asked, “Did any non- 
“There’s a big difference,” they explained. “Our parents Jews ever cheat you?” 

aren't citizens. They’re helpless to do anything about their “Well—yes.” 
future. Because we are citizens, we can. Nothing will be “Orientals? Christians? Buddhists?” 
done for them unless we do it.” “_. I guess so. Sometimes.” 

Role reversal. What a bitter pill it must have been for the “Then Jews aren’t the only people who sometimes try to 
Issei to swallow! cheat others?” 

When I discussed these interpretations of Issei versus When all the items had been discussed in a like manner 
Nisei problems with the young adults in my evening class, I and erased, there was an uneasy silence until Teruo 
was told of the tremendous sacrifices parents had made to exclaimed, “We’ve done it too!” 

give children the best education possible. They knew that That incident led us into the problems of minority groups 
the citizenship status of the Nisei was a valuable asset but in general. Soon we were discussing world problems, and 
that it did not guarantee full acceptance. Education was the our horizons expanded immeasurably. 

key. Most tragic was the plight of the Kibei students. Many 
After that discussion I understood why so many of the had been sent to Japan to stay with an aged relative, to take 

Nisei in camp were intent upon entering the professions advantage of educational scholarships, or to prepare for 
despite innumerable obstacles. Parental expectations did careers involving trade with Japan. When they returned to 
not die behind barbed wire. their homes on the West Coast, some were more Japanese 

Eventually, we received a few textbooks, but by the time than American. With few exceptions they were more like 
they arrived, it was apparent that these Social Problems Issei in behavior and interests than the members of their 
students didn’t need a book to provide topics for study. own age group and were deeply resented by many Nisei. 
Their social problems were all around them. Together we One day I saw that resentment in action. The Heart 
structured our curriculum and chose the topics to be inves- Mountain Boy Scouts had tried for months to obtaina large 
tigated. One committee organized a speakers’ bureau and flag and flagpole for their celebration of national holidays. 
invited Caucasian and Japanese residents to our classroom Before the camp director could act in their behalf, a woman 
to speak. My students were really teaching themselves. I from neighboring Powell, Wyoming, presented the boys 
acted as their guide and learned with them. with a beautiful flag. 

Perhaps the saddest lesson we learned was that oppressed The first public flag-raising ceremony was held in sub- 
people sometimes imitate their oppressors. While we were zero weather. As both grade school and high school stu- 
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dents stood at attention, I heard an angry shout from one of onto the floor and was ground into dust. When the stoves 

my freshmen: smoked, we opened the windows only to let in the sand and 

“Get that damned Kibei cap off.” sleet. There was no drinking water in the school area that 

The startled boy hastily and guiltily complied. first year. Although we drank liquids in the mess hall at 

Most Kibei had to carry their Japanese-English dictionar- lunch time, dry rasping coughs became endemic. 

ies with them to class and use them in preparing every Thad planned to teach at Heart Mountain as long as I was 

lesson. With classes of more than fifty students, I couldn’t needed, but respiratory problems plagued me from the 

give the extra help they needed. beginning. Three times I was hospitalized: for bronchitis, 

The generosity of the flag donor was reassurance that pneumonitis, and flu. Several teachers and office personnel 

not all area people were as hostile as the desk clerk at the left camp with impaired health. As the year progressed, I 

hotel. Stanley Yoshida, a senior, came to me the first day of tried to hold out, but in March I was again taken to the 

school and asked if I had a book, any book, he could read. He hospital, this time critically ill. Later I learned that Dr. Irwin 

told me that he thought he could stand anything if only he had given instructions that the person in least danger 

could read. He could have endured the heat, dust, and lack should be sent back to the barracks in order to free a bed for 
of privacy at the assembly center if only he had had enough me. 
books to read. He walked back to my barracks with me, andI When I had recovered sufficiently to receive visitors, I 
gave him the few nontextbooks I had brought with me. I realized the depth of the friendship offered me by my eva- 
promised to share each Book-of-the-Month-Club selection cuee friends: the huge bouquet of flowers delivered to my 
as it arrived. When other students begged for books, I went room in the dead of winter; the tiny blue flower which Mr. 

to the library in Cody, told the librarian my problem, and Hatchimonji had found in a sheltered spot while working 
borrowed 100 books for my classroom. Months later I with a crew to complete the irrigation ditch which Buffalo 
learned that the husband of this kind woman had been one Bill had started from the Shoshone canyon. The little flower 

of the first casualties of the war in the Pacific. She didn’t tell had survived the rigors of a Wyoming winter and become a 

me. symbol of hope. Mr. Hatchimonji brought it to my sick 
As the school term progressed, conditions improved. The room. Another of my Issei students picked up an interesting 

gable areas of the school barracks were finished off so that stone and polished it toa thing of beauty as his farewell gift. 
the sounds of Spanish being taught on one side and math on It was six weeks before I was well enough to travel, and I 
the other did not distract my students. As additional bar- wondered if Dr. Irwin was being too cautious in urging me 
racks were completed I no longer had to teach fifty fresh- to leave camp before the onset of another serious respira- 
man English students in one-half of a room while the his- tory infection. Common sense prevailed, and I left Heart 
tory teacher taught fifty seventh graders in the other half, Mountain for Washington, D.C., in late April. When the 
facing the opposite direction. School desks replaced the day of departure arrived, John Kitasako borrowed a jeep 
wooden benches. Textbooks arrived, but never enough so from the motor pool and with a delegation from the co-op 
that each student could take one home to study. When 250 class drove me to the camp exit. I had already said goodbye 
students had to use forty texts, the books had to be collected to my Caucasian friends at a farewell coffee in the mess hall. 
at the end of each class period and passed out to the next My high school students were there en masse. 
class. In time there was a school library of sorts. As the bus approached, John carried my suitcases outside 

My colleagues on the teaching staff came from the Rocky the fence and placed them next to the road. 
Mountain area, the Great Plains, the Midwest, and even 
from New York and New Jersey. Many did excellent work 
under great difficulties. Others who were attracted to the 
camps because of the higher salary scale lived in fear of the 
“Japs” whom they never really got to know. The author with her class in front of the schoolroom. 

As labor needs accelerated throughout the nation, selec- ices . 
tive resettlement of evacuees likewise accelerated. Nisei es 
after Nisei left camp for jobs or to continue an education. 
We celebrated each departure with a farewell party: Mr. lite OS fee (2 me 

Hatchimonji always sang “A Ruined Castle” in Japanese and er ee ay ea be la cin 

with a committee of Issei served tea. cf oe i ae? se. ama Ee yee Parte 
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“Sorry,” he said. “This is as far as I can go.” dilemma and what had to be done in the postwar period. 
He rejoined the others inside the fence. As I rode off, I “We have to win over America,” he had said. “Not only for 

saw them, my friends, waving from behind the barbed wire, ourselves but for the Issei and Sansei as well. We have to 
and I wanted desperately to go back. earn our acceptance just as every other immigrant group 

The Heart Mountain Sentinel and a flow of correspondence has had to do.” 
kept me informed in Washington, D.C., of camp affairs. A His good friend Albert Saijo agreed. 
more satisfactory school building was erected before the “It'll take time,” concluded another student. 
next term. Evacuees were leaving the camps for jobs and It has taken a long time. Through the efforts of the Nisei, 
reintegration in society despite continued agitation from the Issei did gain citizenship in 1952. But it was not until the 
the West Coast and widespread pockets of hate. Bicentennial year of 1976 that Executive Order 9066 was 
Away from it all, I recalled the good times as well as the revoked with an apology from the President of the United 

grim, the hours of camaraderie, the joy of small triumphs, States for the suffering it had caused. 
the wry humor arising out of adversity. With the Nisei in mee 
the 442nd Army division fighting in Italy, I became increas- The Irma Hotel still stands in Cody, Wyoming, a reminder 
ingly reluctant to read the Heart Mountain Sentinel as scarcely of the era of Buffalo Bill. Heart Mountain Relocation Cen- 
an issue appeared without reports of casualties. ter is likewise history. Barracks and barbed wire are long 

Then one day I read of the death of Ted Fujioko from my gone. The only monument to its existence are the memories 
Social Studies class. I recalled his summation of the Nisei of those who were there. oO 

ha SIRE NU a te PO ul 2 Ba ——j]Ei—— —L — _—xxEEEEEEEEEE ee 

Government action affecting Japanese Americans 

1860 First Japanese workers arrive in San Francisco in response to American labor needs 
1900-8 Period of major Japanese immigration 
1905-6 President Roosevelt recommends Congress legalize naturalization of foreign-born Japanese (Issei) 
1908 Gentlemen’s Agreement between US & Japan, Japan voluntarily to restrict immigration and halt influx of 

unskilled Japanese labor 
1910 US Immigration Commission study shows 72,157 Japanese in US; over half engaged in farming in California 
1913 California Alien Land Laws prohibit further purchase of agricultural land by Japanese aliens (Issei) 
1922 Supreme Court decides that the law limits naturalization to “free white persons, aliens of African nativity, and 

persons of African descent” 
1924 Immigration Act totally excludes “aliens ineligible to citizenship”; also known as the “Oriental Exclusion Act”; 

end of Gentlemen’s Agreement 
1940 Federal census shows 126,947 persons of Japanese ancestry, .09% of total population; 112,353 in Pacific Coast 

States; 79,642 citizens by birth (Nisei), 47,305 aliens denied citizenship by law (Issei) 
1941 Japan attacks Pearl Harbor on December 7 
1942 Feb. 11, Secretary of War Henry Stimson authorizes evacuation of Issei and Nisei from strategic military areas 

on West Coast (no evacuation from Hawaii) 
1942 Feb. 19, Executive Order 9066 authorizes evacuations of “any or all” persons from “military areas” 
1942 March 11, Wartime Civil Control Administration (WCCA) formed to handle evacuation of Japanese 
1942 March 14, First evacuation by Army of Japanese off Terminal Island across the channel from San Pedro, Califor- 

nia, after one month’s notification 
1942 March 30, Evacuation of Japanese from Bainbridge Island across Puget Sound from Seattle; one week’s notice to 

settle affairs and leave 
1942 April 28, First of 15 WCCA assembly centers (mostly fairgrounds and racetracks) occupied 
1942 June 5, Ten sites selected as camps: Manzanar in eastern California; Poston in Arizona; Tule Lake in northeastern 

California; Minidoka in southcentral Idaho; Heart Mountain east of Cody, Wyoming; Granada in southeastern Colo- 
rado; Topaz in central Utah; Gila River southeast of Phoenix, Arizona; and Rohwer and Jerome in Arkansas 

1942 — June 17, Dillon Myer appointed director of War Relocation Authority (WRA) 
1942 Mid-June, Movement from assembly centers to WRA camps begun, 500 persons at a time by rail with military 

escort 
1942 July 20, Dillon Myer announces program to get Japanese-American citizens (except Kibei) out of camps and into 

jobs outside the Western Defense Command (West Coast) 

1942 Nov. 1, With last trainload of evacuees, more than 107,000 men, women,and children moved from WCCA 
assembly centers to WRA camps 

1945 Jan. 2, Supreme Court decides that confinement in camps violated constitutional rights of Japanese 
1948 July 2, President Truman signs into law Japanese American Evacuation Claims Act; evacuees have until Jan. 3, 

1950, to file claims against government 
1952 Walter-McCarran Immigration and Naturalization Act repeals the Oriental Exclusion Immigration Act of 1924, 

eliminating race as barrier to naturalization 
1952 California Supreme Court strikes down Alien Land Law 
1965 President Johnson signs Public Law 89-236, eliminating race as barrier to immigration 
1976 Executive Order 9066 revoked by President Ford 
Selective chronology prepared by Pat Powell with the help of Mae Hara, based on information from Dillon S. Myer’s 
Uprooted Americans (Tucson 1971), Frank F. Chuman’s The Bamboo People: The Law and Japanese-Americans (Del Mar, Cal. 1976), 
and Bill Hosokawa’s Nisei (New York 1969). 
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1 “What three year old believes that story? The old boys 
Legal Ladies Lunch want to cut out what they always wanted and could never 

have.” 
“Poor boys. Poor men.” 

By Jane Fox © 1980 “They may be poor doctors but what doctors do you know 
who are poor men?” 

“Or women.” 
“No shop talk, ladies. Remember, no shop talk.” “They have a lot of pressure to make money. It’d be awful 
“Then it'll have to be my hysterectomy.” to be a doctor and not rich.” 
“Twenty years ago we talked of obstetrics, then came the “Harder than being a poor lawyer?” 

turn of pediatricians, now it’s hysterectomies.” “She’s not a poor lawyer.” 
“Twenty years ago we were young; fifteen years ago our “No. But she’s poor and a lawyer.” 

children were young; the next stage is geriatrics.” “Have the hysterectomy and we'll sue the doctor. Why 
“Not yet, not yet. It’s too soon for hysterectomies.” should doctors make all the money?” 
“For hysterectomies it’s always too soon. Maybe your “Which would you rather have, ovaries or money?” 

doctor is a geriatric case.” “Say money. We can’t share your ovaries.” 
“What makes you think he’s old.” “Nor I yours, when mine are gone.” 

“The young ones try to tie your tubes. The old ones want “If he hasn’t told you the alternatives, we're sure to win.” 
to cut it out.” “Ladies, ladies, we're officers of the court.” 

“Womb envy.” “There speaks our newest judge.” 
“Womb envy?” “Anyway, it’s shop talk. No shop talk. One lunch a week 
“Makes more sense than penis envy.” no shop talk.” 
“How so?” “Okay, okay. Let’s talk about getting my car fixed.” 
“What use is a penis back when you’re three years old and “When the garage messes it up, I'll take the case.” 

forming your neuroses?” “Ladies! Next time we go to a fashion show.” 
“What use is a womb?” “What about male strippers?” 
“You grew in a womb. Under your mother’s heart you “T hear they raided that place.” 

grew in a womb.” “Ladies, no shop talk!” 
“You got started by a penis.” “The court has spoken. Call for the check.” oO 
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The meek are seldom blessed these Among the widely read authors of the helped extend the legacy of Deadwood 
days. The likelihood of their inheriting time was Edward L. Wheeler, creator Dick. 
the earth under the present circum- of that memorable American frontier Such stalwarts as Joel McCrea, Gene 
stances is small. The forces of evil hero, Deadwood Dick. As Henry Nash Autry, Roy Rogers, Henry Fonda, 

show more convincing signs of ascen- Smith notes in his Virgin Land: The James Stewart, Hopalong Cassidy, 
dancy. American West as Symbol and Myth: Randolph Scott, and Gary Cooper con- 

<3 : tinued to defend the innocent against 
ee Ban ge hes Deadwood Dick fully illustrates the | the depredations of redskin and out- 
the reason we are in trouble aseq principle that Merle Curtifoundto law. The Big Daddy of them all, of 
nation, losing our grip on the interna- be central in the dime novel. Over- course, was John Wayne—that roister- 

tional scene, is because we are not coming his enemies by his own ing, hell-for-leather type who became 
tough enough. We have lost our nat- efforts and courage, he embodies so closely identified with the charac- 
ional resolve. the popular ideal of the self-made ters he played on the screen that Roos- 

Such a conclusion is not incongru- man. Sucha hero, presumably hum- ter Cogburn of True Grit and Duke 
ous with our history. Since the found- ble in his origin and without formal | Wayne of the movie magazines and 
ing of the American Republic we have education or inherited wealth,”con- _ political rallies eventually became the 
been conditioned to believe that tough- firmed Americans in the traditional same person. More recently, Clint East- 
ness is a basic component of our belief that obstacles were tobeover- _ wood single-handedly has managed to 
national psyche. The concept began come by the courageous, virile, and __ keep alive the western hero through a 
with the yeoman soldier, the citizen determined stand of the individual _ series of spaghetti westerns and urban 

patriot fighting heroically against a as an individual. cowboy films that pit the individual 
superior force to defend his rights and against the rest of society. 
property. The archetypal strain con- The idealization of western tough- Not all Hollywood tough guys have 
tinues through Natty Bumppo, to the ness continued from the pulps into the been personifications of virtue. The 
Mountain Men, and onward to the set- movies. It was in the silent movies that 1930's and 1940s saw the emergence 
tling of the frontier. we became familiar with the original of the gangster or social outcast as 

The stereotype was not lost on those men in the white hats, the good guys hero. It was then we came to know 
who sensed it as an opportunity to represented by William S. Hart and Humphrey Bogart, with his cynical, 
make commercial hay out of a belief Tom Mix. These men meted out front- existential contempt for the values of 
that was part of our national collective ier justice to the desperadoes and out- the world around him; George Raft, 
unconscious. The first to take advan- laws who were considered impedi- with his slicked down hair and his 
tage of the situation were the dime ments to the opening of the West. A sneering, “I dare you to start some- 
novelists whose pulp fiction gained a _ later generation of good guys—this thing” attitude; Edward G. Robinson, 
substantial popularity during the lat- time men who could talk, thanks to the with his cigar-chomping, “This is the 
ter part of the nineteenth century. coming of sound motion pictures— way it’s gonna be” bossiness; and 
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James Cagney, with his impetuous, sympathy. On the other hand, you called The Gunfighter. Jimmy/Gregory’s 
manic volatility. The psychopath as may feel the victim of a run of tough dilemma was that as one of the fastest 
hero lost much of his appeal, however, luck. Diners can sometimes findthem- _—_ guns in the territory he was constantly 
after Richard Widmark pushed an old selves confronted by a serving of meat _ being confronted by upstarts trying :-- 
lady in a wheelchair down a flight of that is tough and may have to get _ achieve their manhood by beating him 
stairs in the 1947 movie Kiss of Death. tough with the waiter to bring a more to the draw. The confrontations 

There have been other, perhaps tender serving. hardly left Jimmy/Gregory with 
more socially adjusted, film heroes There is another particularly Amer- enough time to relax and enjoy a beer 
who have managed to serve as role ican characteristic about the word before he was interrupted by the latest 
models for certain segments of the tough; that has to do with its use as a challenger who wanted to slap leather 
movie-going public. Johnny Weis- noun. The tough is a ruffian, a bully against him. 
muller thrilled a generation of Satur- whose primary concern is physical or Another aspect of toughness is the 
day afternoon filmgoers as he por- mental intimidation. He hashisantece- fact that each of us has a breaking 
trayed Tarzan, swinging through dents in the Thugs of India, but his point—that level of stress at which 
jungle trees along a network of con- exuberant brand of rowdiness is dis- even the most tensile steel can be 
veniently placed vines to snatch the tinctly American. reduced to the consistency of. putty. 
heroine from the jaws of disaster. Bus- Being tough, or being considered Examples and folk myths abound illus- 
ter Crabbe, like Weismuller a real-life tough, appears to be primarily a male trating how the mighty collapse in the 
Olympic swimming star, went up as fixation. It becomes most apparent face of what might appear to be trivial 
Flash Gordon against the Emperor during teen age and young adulthood; challenges. There is the elephant re- 
Ming in an outer-space melodrama then it tapers off as the realization coiling from the mouse, the well-muscl- 
which was a precursor to today’s in- sinks in that you can push some of the ed athlete afraid of getting his teeth 
credibly popular Star Wars films. Even world around some of the time, but _— drilled by the dentist, or the ruthless 
Popeye the Sailor Man has been not all the time. Unpolished demon- _ business tycoon who can make deci- 
around for fifty years, demonstrating strations of toughness are considered sions affecting the lives of millions 
that toughness can be equated with unsophisticated these days. The His- without blinking an eye but is afraid to 
eating spinach and bonking people panic trait of being macho is often sub- fly on an airplane. 
over the head whentheyhappentoget _ ject to ridicule rather than praise. One of the ironies of modern medi- 
in your way. : : Male fixation with toughness is re- cine in this context is that it has dem- 
Television, like the films, is con- lated to an obvious need to be accepted onstrated that women are actually 

stantly searching for tough guys. If it into a group, aneed which goes back to tougher than men. They can more 
fails to produce believable tough guys the time when cave men banded toget- readily withstand loads of stress and 

in its entertainment offerings, it has her to survive. Toughness then was strain. Toughness, therefore, becomes 
oe trouble portraying the genuine arti- not gratuitous but essential. It since a matter of relativity. The smart per- 
cle in real life. Television has conse- has been a customary practice in most son is the one who recognizes the 
oo on us new conceptions of societies for adolescent males to go times when there is no alternative to 

e toug, oye ae women who through some rite of passage to dem- getting tough and when to avoid get- 
emonstrate that style can often be onstrate their toughness and thereby ting into predicaments which might 

more important than substance. The qualify for acceptance into adulthood. force unnecessary showdowns. This 
medium, indeed, is the message—the Modern industrial societies have un- . type oF person also seems to rate high 
only message. These new celebrities fortunately extended the time one on the American index of respected 

are the international terrorists: air- must spend in that awkward purga- qualities. We often wink when we 
iene 7 single-issue political tory between childhood and adult- speak with admiration of someone 

: ibitionists w 0 believe that guerilla hood, making it increasingly difficult who is shrewd. And perhaps many of us 
eater is much ‘more productive than for many to make a satisfactory transi- feel it is more desirable in the long run 
oe deliberation or compro- tion between the two states of being. Bs ee oe 

In addition to providing national ste- An obvious occupational hazard ex- passes for toughness today there is a 

reotypes, toughness has been folded perienced by those who choose to play more genuine quality that reflects the 
into the American idiom. People who a tough cianyeconss ten basis is that ultimate in toughness. It is a quality 
recall the Great Depression of the there invariably has to be a showdown. which gets us back to St. Matthew and 
1930s remember it as the period when Not everyons can be bluffed. Eventu- his observations about the meek. It isa 
times were tough. An equally familiar ally nee poker hand willbe called, and quality William Faulkner acknowledg- 

reference has to do with someone or _ it Will be time to turn over the cards. 4 in the appendix which serves as a 
something considered “tough as nails.” Toughness under such circumstances preface to his novel The Sound and the 
People in difficult situations are often invites counter-toughness. Someone Fury. Itis an alternative to the swagger- 
oe witha “tough nut tocrack” oe Woe, ike ing assertiveness normally regarded as 
and therefore encouraged to “hang : “ een toughness. 
tough” or “tough it out.” Athletes are harder they fall,” goes the cliche. deer giving the capsule history of 
constantly admonished to “be tough” Toughness continually has to be the Compson family which plays the 
and not give in to the pain that accomi- proven. Others are standing in line to central role in his novel, Faulkner men- 
panies extreme physical exertion. If demonstrate they are as tough, or tions the presence of another signifi- 
fortune goes against you, you have to even tougher, than you are. Several cant group of Southerners: “These 
recognize that some people may feel years ago, Gregory Peck appeared as others were not Compsons. They 
“that’s tough,” but deserving of little the character Jimmy Ringo in a film were black. . . . They endured.” o 
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BOOKMARKS/WISCONSIN 

HUMAN NATURE IN 
AMERICAN THOUGHT: A controversial issue, then leaves his In a long and densely packed book 
HISTORY by Merle Curti; The Uni- _ readers to decide for themselves. Curti could not include all that he or 
versity of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Although changes in environment we might wish. Parents influenced by : 
Wis., 1980. 453 pp. $22.75. and developments in science have con- Genesis used different methods of child- 

tinually forced Americans to rethink rearing from those who read Plato or 
By Evelyn M. Howe their assumptions, the basic questions Locke. Curti mentions Cotton Math- 

first asked by the ancients still persist. er’s failure with his son Cressy, and he 
Merle Curti, Frederick Jackson Turner Is human nature immutable or plastic? has a good bibliographical note on the 
Professor emeritus at the University | Whatcharacteristics, if any, are inborn subject; but his concern seems more 
of Wisconsin-Madison, and perhaps and common to all humanity? Do in- with statistical measurements of intel- 
best known for his Pulitzer Prize win- _ equalities in individual or group ability ligence (another rarely defined word) 
ning The Growth of American Thought and achievement result from heredity than with the child at home. He largely 
(1943), many years ago felt the need _ or environment? The scarcity of beg- ignores, too, the role played by biology 
for a study of American ideas about _ gars in the New World suggested that, textbooks in molding children’s opin- 
human nature, but only with retire- given the right environment, man was ions. Attitudes to criminals and also to 
ment has he found time fully to de- _ perfectible. Meeting Indians or blacks homosexuals, although similarly chang- 
velop so huge a subject. This book, a _— for the first time, Americans ques- ing as beliefs about human nature 
multifaceted, highly condensed and __ tioned their place in the hierarchy of change, again receive little attention. 
yet lucid account, clearly bears the nature. Were Indians, as Cotton Curti presumably felt, too, that he had 
marks of long gestation. Mather asserted, “the spawn of the little room for examples, like that of 

In a roughly chronological order Devil’? Benjamin Rush speculated Charles B. Davenport’s contention 
Curti traces the changes over three _ that Negroes’ skin color resulted from that genes determined even an inborn 
centuries in American theories about _ leprosy and that some scientist (like love of the sea. But one could wish for 

, the nature of man, most of thembased —_ Dr. Doolittle with Prince Bumpo?) more such vivid details. 
on European or occasionally Asian might some day restore its whiteness. Curti’s book is not written for fresh- 
thought; behaviorist psychology here- _ Many of these old questions linger on, men, although students of intellectual 
gards as America’s main original con- even as fresh ones are raised today by history will find it most useful for its 
tribution. Materialists, dualists, melio- | behavior modification and genetic extensive documentation as well as its 
rists, mesmerists appear and some- engineering. comprehensiveness and clarity. He 

. times reappear, together with novel- Human nature, a term which Curti assumes not only that his readers are 
ists, economists, anthropologists, and, notes is rarely defined, has been in- grounded in European philosophy and 
obviously, theologians and philos- — vokedin support of many causes. Both American history, but also that they 
ophers. In every period some have _Jefferson’s and Hamilton’s concep- have broad general knowledge and 
seen man as a rational being free to _ tions of the nature of manaffected the interest in everything that concerns 
make choices, others as a greedy, self- development of the new republic. mankind. Whoever its readers, how- 
ish, and aggressive beast, the victimof Later, Social Darwinians, convinced ever, they will find much that is new to 
his innate instincts and emotions. The that the poor were the least fitted to them together with some familiar 
debate over whether competition or survive, opposed social welfare meas- names and ideas, all put together in 
cooperation best enables man to sur- _ ures. The eugenicists’ belief in the infe- new kaleidoscopic patterns to chal- 
vive still goes on. One valuable chap- _riority of southern and eastern Euro- lenge and revivify their thoughts. 
ter, “Nature versus Nurture,” which _ peans led to the immigration act of 
ends with consideration of Jensen and 1924. Feminists can find names of past —s 
his critics, wellillustrates Curti’s scho- supporters (including Franklin) and Evelyn M. Howe is a lecturer in the Integrated 
larly and seemingly detached opponents (Jefferson thought Liberal Studies Department, University of 
approach. He presents all sides of a women intellectually inferior). Wisconsin-Madison. 
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GEOLOGY OF WISCONSIN AND and structure, drainage, and glaciation | where. The relationship of Carroll 
UPPER MICHIGAN: INCLUDING are discussed in detail. Of particular College to the social and political his- 
PARTS OF ADJACENT STATES by __ interest are detailed explanations of _ tory of its time and place is well docu- 
Rachel Krebs Paull and Richard A. important natural features, including mented. No less succinctly presented 

Paull; Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., scenic areas and state parks. The are the lives and contributions of the 
Dubuque, Iowa, 1977. 232 pp. $6.95. reader is given an appreciation for the principal players in the drama that 

relationship between the geologic his- shaped Carroll’s destiny in its forma- 
By Bruce A. Brown tory and the natural features he ob- tive years. 

serves throughout the region. The college’s relationship to Prince- 
The rocks of Wisconsin and Upper The chapter on rocks, minerals,and ton University was fostered in the 
Michigan contain the record of over fossils lists the major minerals and main through the religious arm of that 
three billion years of geologic history. rocks of interest to the collector and university and the zeal of its early 
In this book, Paull and Paull describe | provides general and specific locations _ Presbyterial “missionaries,” who were 
the rocks and landforms of this region for collecting. The treatment of fossils motivated by the false notion that they 
and trace their origins back into this is quite good and gives the reader a _ were called to “subdue the potential 
complex and interesting history. The basic understanding of the sequence of _ barbarism of the prairies.” In fact, the 
book is comprehensive enough to be life that developed throughout the intense competition among denomina- 
valuable to the professional as a good _ Paleozoic rocks of the region. tional educators of all sects was by far 
introduction to the geology of the The final chapter on geologic re- __ the greatest incentive to institutional 
region. At the same time, good use of sources briefly treats the rocks and budding from eastern establishments. 
illustrations and a thorough explana- minerals of economic value that occur This sectarian rivalry was an unsavory 
tion of basic principles make this book in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan. aspect of church-sponsored education. 
easy to read and understand even for Also included is a brief history of min- It was personally gratifying to learn 
those with little or no scientific train- ing in the region. The book ends witha that Increase Lapham, the eminent 
ing but who are interested in their list of references for further study and Wisconsin scholar of his time, was 
physical environment. a brief but very useful glossary of geo- once a member of Carroll’s governing 

The first chapter consists of a brief logic terms. board. 
but comprehensive course in physical Paull and Paull have written a book The tenure of each college president 
geology. The basic concepts of geologi- that is interesting andinformativetoa was skillfully researched, from the 
cal processes are reviewed, emphasiz- wide range of readers. This book, struggle for survival in the early years 
ing the origin and classification of coupled with a later field guide by the _ of the ill-treated J. A. Savage to the 
rocks, the orogenic cycle and the origin same authors, provides the best popu- strict and austere period of W. L. Rau- 
of mountains, and the hydrologic lar account of the geology of Wiscon- _ kin, to the blossoming of extracurricu- 
cycle. The ideas of erosion and sedi- sinand Upper Michigancurrently avail- _ lar programs in the Carrier years, toH. 
mentation, and rock unit correlation able. Houghton’s brief but turbulent post- 
are explained, along with the impor-_§§ ——————————____—___—__ war (WWI) stint with its change in 
tant concept of geologic time. Bruce A. Brown isa geologist with the Wiscon- __ social and moral values, to the depres- 

In the second chapter the authors sin Geological and Natural History Survey. sion years and the growth of the 
summarize the geologic history of the Greeks and athletics under W. A. Gan- 
region from earliest Precambrian time field, to the holocast era of G. T. 
down to the last glacial advance. In this Vander Lugt. 
chapter the reader is given an appreci- The record for the period with 
ation for the vastness of geologic time CARROLL COLLEGE: THE FIRST which I am familiar is accurate, but 
and the difficulty of reconstructing the CENTURY 1846-1946 by Ellen Lan- _ there is presented more sweetness and 
events of the distant past from the gill; Carroll College Press, Waukesha, light than the brutal realities that 
often sparse evidence that has sur- Wis., 1980. 223 pp. $20.95. plagued even this small liberal arts col- 
vived several episodes of mountain lege. Perhaps because there is no writ- 
building and erosion. The origin and By Robert A. McCabe ten record or because reading between 
sequence in time of rock units exposed the lines of the existing records is an 
in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan are As a Carroll alumnus I was delighted uneasy exercise, the power struggles 
discussed in terms of the constantly with this historical account of the within the board of trustees, faculty, 
changing and evolving environments growth and growing pains of my alma alumni, and even student groups are 
in which they formed. Particular mater. The volume is bound in orange virtually lacking. 
emphasis is given to the history of the (Carroll’s color) buckram and the front The joys of a liberal arts college at 
glacial period of the Pleistocene and to and back end sheets portray four of the play, pranks, and sports are engagingly 
the role of the glaciers and meltwaters college’s oldest buildings—nostalgia in portrayed. Some of the college heros 
in forming the present topography itself. The college insignia is presented are given adequate ink: Armstrong, 
from the older geologic terrane. in the lower right of the front cover— Lunt, Breen, Buck, Batha, Morner, and 

Using this historical perspective,sub- _ alll in good taste. a brief mention of actor Fred MacMur- 
sequent chapters discuss the regional It came as a surprise for me to learn ray are examples. No person spans 
geology in terms of four physiographic of the great financial struggle of this more years or touched more students 
provinces. These provinces are deli- school to survive and of the tenacity to than Professor of Physical Education 
neated on the basis of their differing prevail of those dedicated to its survi- | Jean“ Teach” Kilgore. Teach typifies all 
topography and gross geologic struc- val. Men of lesser wisdom would doubt- that was and is good and great about 
ture. For each province, the bedrock less have channeled their energies else- Carroll College. 
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There are a number of small errors a work supervisor by their masters, succeeding chapters for each type of 
that do not detract from the high qual- the author argues, they proved tobe = source. This organizational scheme 
ity throughout (e.g., Wendell Wilke did important leaders among slaves for ply and an excellent appendix on the nat- 
not have a platform committee in reasons not exclusively relatedtotheir | ure and construction of the sources 
1904; Robert Nanz’s name appears in official duties. These supervisors give us a well-designed book. Yet, the 
the index where his father Ralph's aligned their interests with fellow  readershould be wary of accepting the 
name should be; and May Rankin filed slaves more often than with their mas- author’s conclusions uncritically. 
for a position on the faculty in 1890 ters. Yet, most historians have, in one Slave foremen faced a cruel dilem- 
not 1870). way or another, maligned these men. ma. On the one hand, they apparently 

The writing style is fluid and unen- To some historians, the black fore- did not want to act against the inter- 
cumbered with affectations often obvi- man was like the bestial drivers who ests of their community; on the other 

ous in literary or historical prose. worked for Harriet Beecher Stowe’s hand, they were ultimately at the 
There appears to be no hidden motive Simon Legree. Recent historians, writ- mercy of their masters. It does not 

in the rationale for writing this book. ing more sympathetic histories of constitute stereotyping to say that 

No sales pitch or ax is ground in the slave communities, still label the driver some drivers did not withstand the 
straightforward effort to provide an as the tool of the master, a man who pressure and acted cruelly. That many 

historical account of Carroll College acted against the interests of his own resisted this pressure is a tribute to 

for all who are interested in the evolu- people. The author questions how this their character and to inherent 

tion of a college, its role in the field of came about. Some historians were sim- strengths in the slave community. Fur- 
education, and its influence on the ply Southern apologists who were hos- ther, the author does not clearly show 

community that spawned it. The book tile to blacks. Because they were not — whether a slave who was appointed 
will appeal to other than alumni. With- specifically interested in the drivers, supervisor was already a recognized 
out intending to be, the text is a tes- more sympathetic historians uncriti- leader among blacks, or, whether this 

timony as to why the programs of the cally accepted the views of predeces- promotion thrust him into a role he 

small liberal arts college should garner sors suchas Ulrich B. Phillips, a South- then accepted. Despite these reserva- 
support from all who believe in its ern defender. Even the more radical tions, I still consider Professor Van 
stance on education and on the contri- historians, while actively rejecting rac- Deburg a convincing advocate. 

bution it makes to society at large. ist notions about blacks, failed to pay Well-crafted history comes from vis- 

As an alumnus, I was made proud by sufficient attention to clues contained ualizing old materials in a different 

this written pedigree of Carroll Col- in accounts by planters and travelers, form. Professor Van Deburg tells his 
lege. If moths hadn’t eaten my green twentieth-century narratives (of ex- story vividly and with analytical acuity 

beanie long ago, I would have worn it slaves), and black autobiographies. through the use of such materials. 

reverently as I read this enlightening It is through a skillful and creative Moreover, he points to the pheno- 

story of my school. use of these sources that Professor menal ability of many people to retain 
Van Deburg revises previously held | somehow a common sense of human- 

Robert A. McCabe, professor of wildlife ecol- views of the black supervisors. Indeed, ity even in the Gulags of this world. 

ogy, is the immediate past-president of the | he becomes their advocate. His argu- | ——___ 
Academy. ments are persuasive, particularly be- Richard L. Roe, research analyst in state 
—______————sS—SOSSSSS ss cause of the way he weaves themes government, has an M.A. in history from 
THE SLAVE DRIVERS: BLACK AGRI- developed in the first chapter through = UW-Madison. 
CULTURAL LABOR SUPERVISORS me a 
IN THE ANTEBELLUM SOUTH by 
William L. Van Deburg; Greenwood 
Press, Westport, Conn., 1979. 202 pp. 
$16.95. 
By Richard L. Roe a 

The deft Sea ae a — O46 DR 
work of art from discarded or abuse LZ" 
materials by visualizing them in a dif- ee ee SS SS 
ferent form. Professor William Van Ci yy = 
Deburg, of Afro-American Studies at SZ. — 
the University of Wisconsin, performs os == 
much like a skilled craftsman in his e~ a ( 
recent book about black slave drivers. e ae so 
Through the use of the problematic N —— 
sources of black history, he reshapes 4 Z. 

the image of these men as depicted by 
other writers. The result is a vigorous 
and well-documented history of a uni- / 
que group of men. Yo 

The black slave driver stood among 5 
the “elite” of the slave community. oa) GE) Co 

Despite being placed in the position of c John Lehman 
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BERNARD SHAW AND THE AC- ering, he never risked completely anta- group. Too many of the biographies 
TRESSES by Margot Peters; Double- gonizing or losing Charlotte, and one are, as the introduction states, “fond 
day, New York, 1980. 461 pp. $17.95. comes to understand why. recollections,” and too brief to begin to 
By Audrey Roberts A disconcerting aspect to the book: address the inequity of women’s par- 

Shaw lived to be ninety-two. In follow- ticipation as “footnotes to history,” 

Although Shaw said women had never ing his career we follow the actresses but some of them are very good read- 
played an important part in his life, into twilight and darkness. Preoccupa- ing. The obligatory biography of Helen 
Margot Peters in Bernard Shaw and the tion with age surfaces as we wind C. White, by Audrey Roberts, is well 
Actresses has decidedly provedthe oppo- down. The world of the theater is the documented and full of amusing and 
site. Admiring his genius and respect- world of the young and beautiful, contradictory anecdotes. A wunder- 
ing the fact that passion and intellect especially beautiful women actresses. kind, a determined scholar, a novelist, 
were “violently split” in Shaw, she Nothing seems clearer than that GBS a nurturing woman, an iron butter- 
does not hesitate to identify his self- | survived old age better than the fly—she seems to have been all things 
deception. women. to all women. 

Peters has combed Shaw’s corres- Though Shaw is always center The biographies of Margaret 
pondence and successfully created a stage, the most interesting performers H’Doubler and Ruth B. Glassow 
world of women: friendships, liaisons, are the women. Peters, in moving remind me that not nearly enough has 
love affairs, marriages, children, and beyond the aura of their public images, been written about physical education 
character parts. There are at least a has presented them as complex human as a discipline created by and for 
dozen stars and many minor players: beings. She understands women more women. 
Ellen Terry and Stella Campbell, Eliza- than any Shavian biographer so far Elaine Marks’s “Partial Portrait” of 
beth Robins, Florence Farr, Janet and has given us a new view of Shaw Germaine Bree stands out in this 

Achurch, Lillah McCarthy, Lena Ash- from a refreshing angle. volume as the only truly analytical 
well, Molly Thompson—and more. All biography—indeed as the only portrait 
different—all distinctive—all impor- Audrey Roberts is a member of the English which has a contemporary view of the 
tant toShaw—but untilnowtheyhave Department at UW-Whitewater. human personality. The psycho-histor- 
beendismissedinalineortwoorcom- ~~~ ~~ ical method seems to titillate but it 
pletely overlooked by Shaw’s biogra- THEY CAME TO LEARN, THEY does not satisfy. It suffers perhaps by 
phers. With thorough research and CAME TO TEACH, THEY CAME TO its brevity or by its tact. One hopes to 
sensitive analysis, Peters has made an STAY. University Women: A Series of see more extensive use of this method 

impressive contribution to literary Essays, Vol. I edited by Marian J. in future women’s history. 
scholarship that reads like a wonderful Swoboda and Audrey Roberts; Office The oral histories comprise the most 

novel. of Women, University of Wisconsin. entertaining part of this volume. 
From letters, many previously un- Madison, Wis., 1980. 130 pp. $3.50. Smoothly edited by Agate and Harry 

published, Peters has reconstructed Krouse, Ellen Last, Laurel Smail, and 

his daily life. We move through Shaw’s By Ellen Morris Jacobson Donna Taylor, they bristle with recol- 
early career as music critic and re- lection—cigarettes and red stockings 
viewer, when he was having two or During the post-Civil War period of shocking Stoughton in 1900, unhappy 
even three rendezvous ina day, and the expansion and urbanization, an in- love affairs, and theatrical careers— 

women, Jenny Patterson, Annie Bes- creasingly secular American society and lucidity: school for Thelka Nim- 
ant, Florence Farr were jealously com- came to depend for its educational mow was “a way out,” first of house- 
peting for his time. As Shaw moves needs on a class of people willing to hold chores and then a way out of the 

from the fringes to the center of the _ work for little or no pay as its moral __ Stultifying life of early marriage and 
London theater world, the cast and spiritual guardians—its women. If endless childrearing. 
changes. Janet Achurch, the first wo- the public school systems needed They were well aware of discrimina- 
man to play Ibsen in London, had the teachers and the state needed a place to tion in matters of salary and promo- 
longest relationship with Shaw, one to train them, then women had to be tion, but most chose “not to make a 

which he was most loyal. Shaw, appar- admitted to some kind of higher educa- fuss.” didn’t want to expend my ner- 
ently shut out as a suitor by Janet’s tion. The first part of this book “They vous energy on it,” says Madeleine 
husband Charles Charrington, flirted came to stay” chronicles the fits and Doran. “My graduate professor said 

endlessly and provided financial and starts of coeducation at Wisconsin, ‘Just saw wood,’ so I sawed wood.” For 

professional support to Janet until her from the first Normal Department in most of these women, rage was no 
death from morphine and cocaine. His 1860 to truly unsegregated coeduca- more an option than marriage. They 
fact to face meeting with Ellen Terry tion in 1909. were at the top of their professions, 

was postponed time and again, and so The introduction to this book de- but most of them understood that they 
their love remained platonic. Mrs. Pat __ scribes the role of the female profes- were accepted as exceptional individu- 
Campbell, an intelligent woman witha sional educator as a kind of “secular- als, and they had little interest in 
real sense of theater—the dark lady of ized nun,” and the second part of the women as a group or class. But they 

the letters—excited Shaw. But she book isa kind of hagiography of great arose in an age of the heroic woman in 
chose another man; hers was a rare teachers in the Wisconsin system. woman’s history—not of class con- 
rejection. These women, for whom teaching was sciousness. That is the subject, one 

Shaw’s wife Charlotte Payne Town- a mission or vocation, at times seemed supposes, of a later volume. 
send, always in the shadow of Shaw’s to take vows of poverty along with the © —W_______ 
biography, is more substantial than in obligatory chastity attached to the Ellen Morris Jacobson is a Madison free-lance 
other studies. Though always philand- role. They were, nevertheless, a lively writer, editor, and photographer. 
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MY LIFE WITH THE TSAR AND fifteen poems giving a feel of places THE HOUR OF THE SUNSHINE 
OTHER POEMS by Susan Firer, illus- from the Caribbean to Lake Winne- | NOW by Norbert Blei; Story Press, 
trated by Lynne Srba; New Rivers bago made more comprehensible by 7370 South Shore Drive, Chicago, 
tree St. Paul, Minn., 1979. 96 pp. the poems. Alaska is “almost touching 1978. 123 pp. $3.95. 

3.00. tomorrow.” P 
THE LION’S TOOTH by Reinhold The book’s cover has a prowling lion FOO ape COMING 
Kaebitzsch; Red Mountain Publishing superimposed on a print of a harbor P. SC ete acne eee 

7 : : ‘ ress, 4343 North Clarendon, Chi- 
House, Madison, Wis., 1980. 30 pp. and another of a walled city. Inside the cago, 1978. 242 $6.00 
$2.00. cover is a mariner’s map of the 8 f 5 Pps pe 20- 
FIRST THINGS by David Kubach; Antibes, an indication of the broad By Richard Boudreau 
Holmgangers Press, Alamo, Cal., subject matter of the poems. There are two sure-fire ways to liter- 
1979. 64 pp. $3.95. Some readers will remember David ary oblivion: 1) bring out a double 
WEATHERING by Ray Smith; Uz- Kubach as coeditor of an anthology of handful of your short stories in book 
zano Press, Menomonie, Wis., 1980. Lake Superior poetry and the author form or 2) get a small press to publish 
52 pp. $2.50. of a memorable poem about separate your experimental novel. Some wri- 
SEARCHING FOR TRUTH; THE generations called “Two Ways of Liv- ters try the one—and turn to teaching; 
DREAMS OF A POET; MINSTREL ing.” “An old immigrant, money in the some try the other—and are heard 
POET by Mark E. Temme; Dorrance bank now. . .guarding maybe thirty from no more. Norbert Blei has tried 
and Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 1978 melons against the kids.” both—and he’s already left teaching. 
and 1979. 35; 88; and 113 pp. $2.95; First Things is a beautiful book No matter. He will be heard from 
$3.95; and $4.95. published as a project supported by again. 

The National Endowment for the “Memory can be a terrible burden,” 
By Lenore M. Coberly Arts. The cover and the title page are Blei writes in one of the stories. “Often 
Susan Firer writes simply and intellig- illustrated with a line drawing of a pine it runs rampant through a man’s mind 
ibly about life as all human beings tree witha lake in the background. The at the slightest provocation. It takes 
know it. But she gives it a new charm, index is well presented, the paper is deeper and deeper root just when a 
and we need that. Unusual uses of high quality, and the type is pleasant to man has less and less time.” Memory is 
symbols and numerals, usually spelled read. The poems in the book bear a the key to Blei’s writing; the stories are 
out in poetry, are a slight distraction. relationship to each other; first things often autobiographic, altered and en- 
The book is carefully designed with a may refer to a new season or to new riched by a fecund imagination and 
good index and is illustrated with the wisdom as in a poem about asking for stuffed with marvelous strings of de- 
drawings of Lynne Srba which fit per- help during a blizzard and learning tail. Stories begin here, move there, 
fectly with the poems. that “its all right to need your friends.” circle beyond, and return, like hum- 

In “the clutter of love,” she says, “i Ray Smith’s Weathering is ming, multicolored boomerangs. 
sleep in a bed filled/ with the posses- another simple, attractive, well- Nine short stories make up the col- 
sions of others/ apple cores and child- indexed book with beautiful paper and lection, and there are at least four 
rens books,/ coffee beans &/ my hus- type. The poetry covers a wide range _— (probably more) in the novel. They are 
bands heart.” A simple story called of subject matter, full of unusual con- masterfully done. Blei admits to influ- 
“the bee-masters” tells about the fears nections. It is easy to grasp his truth ence from Henry Miller with an epi- 
of children from the boogie man to but it jolts the reader. At Monticello he graph in the novel, and D. H. Lawrence 
Charlemagne’s pet elephant, Abu- “picks a leaf of the lightning riven with an epigraph in the collection. His 
Lubsbah, which, we are told, was maple and presses it between the — walrus mustache comes from William 
known to carry off children. In this leaves of Jefferson in Power.” Saroyan, his pose and tough-minded- 
poem, as in the whole book, she has the Mark E. Temme of Fond du Lac took ness from Hemingway—along with a 

grace not to tell the reader what to time off from his work-a-day existence lean, clean line, such as this from “Old 

think and feel. She only makes and traveled across Europe and the Woman’s Preserves”: “She was gray 
thoughts and feelings possible. United States. Three volumes of verse and thin and chained to a white metal 

The Lion's Tooth is Kaebitzsch’s published by Dorrance resulted. He bed. A silky black whisker grew froma 
twentieth volume of poetry. Four are says “my poetry is my lifeline to life’s mole on her chin. Her mouth was 
translations. His careful observation reality.” Then he is almost evangelical shrunken but moving. Orange soda in 
and almost scientific attention to detail in urging others to become “free” a white paper cup lay untouched ona 
is evident in many of the poems. He through his poetry. table beside her.” 
also gives us unusual information. For There is, in spite of his traveling, a But the lines are more than lines 
example, the last cowboy “never Wisconsin feel to his best poems. merely. They are evocations, sugges- 
placed his boots by the campfire but “Spring comes with a wistful gust of tive of larger meanings: from “Fal- 
heated pebbles and threw them in his wind” and winter is “this cold death of ling,” a man carrying a pumpkin from 
shoes.” ice” from which“Godcancreatesome- _ his garden: “Bent over, swaying, he 

There are inconsistencies such as thing also beautiful.” He cries in one lugs it home in front of him like the 
the capitalization in the title, which I poem, “If you want to dance on the world”; from “Inroads,” a man watch- 
am sure was deliberate, and in a fine clouds... .Then, by golly, do it!” I ing another jogging along a country 
poem called “Museum” in which he hope he can. road: “Gray on gray, the shadow of a 
refers at one place to mule head and at Lenore Vil Coberiyl lenehen and nitneneieey. man fluttering, on the pavement, 

another to mule’s head. These small 5 1 : bounding like a bird in unimaginable 
Pre of The Wisconsin Fellowship of Poets, has had Boa, Kane 

matters bother me, but this is still my lifelong tnlereee ie ea neh leaps, wanting it all, down the line”; 

favorite Kaebitzsch book. There are Handle AM Rani and from “A Distance of Horses,” the 
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narrator at night touches a fence be- treats of the creative process, at the trophe, resilient and life-loving and 
hind which horses had earlier stood: same time he creates the end product. life-giving. Her pilgrimage from idyllic 
“Believing they were still there, brea- Because of this the novel is a gloss childhood to tragic youth is more con- 
thing prehistorically, nudging one upon many of his other writings, some centrated and more trying than for 
another.” of the stories in the collection, for most humans, but her unfaltering . 

References to painting abound, example. struggle for life and identity sustained 
from Brueghel to Klee, from water The book is an investigation into the her through all. 
colors to oils. And they’re hints worth motivations of American writers, and There are, however, two curious 

taking. The juxtapositions of child- one in particular who decided in 1969 lapses in this nonfiction novel: The 
hood memories, for instance, as in to make a piece of Door County home early sufferings of the first weeks of 
“The Basement” and “The Egg Lady,” turf, abandoning not only the city, but the deportation up through the deaths 
are Chagall-like, not only for their to him, the city, Chicago. The “Anti- of her grandfather, her three siblings, 
kaleidoscopic arrangement, but also Climaxes” chapter consists of rejection and even her mother are not particu- 
for their innocence and color. In the slips, notes, and letters and of words of larly moving. We are, of course, lim- 

latter story (there are actually three encouragement, or sometimes just ited to the heroine’s point of view, but 
“egg ladies” described), he evokes words, from his literary agency about the story, after all, is Kherdian’s recon- 
sights and smells of the chicken coop the book the reader is reading. After all struction. The second lapse concerns 
and the kitchen, the latter stirring the this is worked through and out to the the grandmother. Thoughts of even- 
juices, that are reward enough for scant end of a decade, the book has its tual return to her home carried Veron 
reading the piece. being in the hands of the reader. through some of the darkest days of 

Appropriately, the title story ap- Make no mistake about it; Blei can exile, and the grandmother figures 
pears last, the ultimate position. Mov- write. Blei can tell a story, make us _ largely in the middle of the book. It’s 
ing and mystical, it is a strange tale or, smell, feel, and taste,chargeanatmos- _ inexplicable, then, that Veron seems 
better, legend, its telling punctuated phere, and move the soul. His lines are unconcerned about her grandmother 
by titles of Paul Klee paintings to sug- spare and simple, rhythmical and in the last part of the book and that the 

gest commentary or mood or tone of packed; his characters natural, idio- reader never learns the old woman’s 
subsequent passages. Mary O’Mona- syncratic, human; his plots and themes fate. 
han goes through a transformation timeless, contemporary, always intri- But those are complaints of the book 
from virginal deprivation to spiritual guing. And his short stories end witha as a novel; about the book as a human 
fullness as she becomes Maria single, enigmatic line, like the final kick document grounded in fact, there can 

Omoono. Her paintings explode with of anewborn against the already slack- be none. It revels in life in the midst of 
light, religiously effulgent, votivelike, ening womb. death. We learn of Armenian customs: 
all because of New Mexico, all because Lenten practices and Easter celebra- 
of sun. Klee painted angels in his last tions; special foods, their names, their 

days; Maria sees them in hers. Klee | THE ROAD FROM HOME: THE preparation; the ritual of the Turkish 
ended with calligraphic “Script” pic- STORY OF AN ARMENIAN GIRL bath; the importance of the poppy cul- 

tures; each part of Maria’s story ends by David Kherdian; Greenwillow ture in their lives; the fabric of the 
in similar runic characters. Books, New York, 1979. 238 pp. $8.95. extended family life, the delegation of 

Blei’s first novel never got pub- authority, the rites of continuity; 
lished; his “Second Novel” deserved to By Richard Boudreau even, like wisps of cigarette smoke 
be published, mainly. Reading it is an curling about our heads, bits of folk 
experience worth having, but as more One of the first books to stir me to the wisdom, such as, “What you learn in 
than one editor said, it is an “uneven” depths was The Forty Days of Musa Dagh, childhood is carved on stone; what you 
one. Games with snippets of headlines a Franz Werfel novel about the slaugh- learn in old age is carved on ice” or “At 

coming early on and recurring later ter of the Armenian people during the the end of every bad road, a good road 

hardly engage a reader’s imagination, First World War. That tale was so vivid begins.” 
though there are a couple of lines in the and harrowing, its depiction of man’s With the death of her father, the 
first thirty-four pages worth noting: inhumanity to man so searing that I most moving section of the story of 
“Snowing is a poem set free in space” _ have never forgotten it. The Road From Veron begins. From the furthest point 
and “Sandburg, Whitman. . .these Home, the 1980 Wisconsin Library Asso- of her exile through her return, by way 
men were born old and ripened into ciation Banta Award winner, shares of an Aleppo orphanage, to her grand- 
youth.” But no, begin with Chapter IV the same setting, and its heroine, the mother’s, to further uprooting, to the 
about “Old Hem,” and you'll still find author’s mother Veron Dumehjian, destruction of Smyrna, to escape to 
more than your money and time’s suffers through the same persecution. Greece—all of it rises above the story 

worth. Born in 1907, Veron grew up in the of one lone waif, adrift on the suffer- 
In a way this novel is Blei’s “Adver- Armenian quarter of Azizya in west- ing tide of humanity, to the heights of 

tisements for Myself.” It contains ern Turkey. In 1915 mass deportations the Werfel novel. Veron’s story is not 
short stories, journalentries,tapetran- | and massacres of Armenians began in merely that of an individual, nor even 
scripts, video dialogue, interviews, that country. Veron’s immediate fam- of a family, but of a people who main- 

correspondences—meanderings, ily eventually all became victims, leav- tained, in the face of the greatest of 
maunderings, imaginings, imagings. ing her orphaned and alone. This is her odds, a cohesiveness and an identity 
Ostensibly the time limits are from story told from her point of view, a that endured. 

November 1969 to March 1970, but story of the indomitable human spirit, 5 ee ie ee 
Aeon cenbever cn hccelnettnw aye! unbending in sorrow, enduring in suf- Richard Boudreau teaches American literature 

for within these parentheses Blei fering, cheerful in the face of catas- at UW-La Crosse. 
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ZUNI: SELECTED WRITINGS OF farming technology. Cushing not only | iq iN \ 4 a , 
FRANK HAMILTON CUSHING ed- observed the production of Zuni SSN AY Hh Wy i \ 

: ited with introduction by Jesse Green; crafts, he did himself master them, 7 * iN UI AN 
University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, strong credit to his method. “Zuni Folk A f ¥ A A Tie Hf 
Neb., 1979. 440 pp. $16.95. Tales,” in spite of its narrative embroi- “Tc SAN Pa wes N 

deries, is still a classic study. Stith ‘ I RY V Fai Ny a ae yo 
By Barry B. Powell Thompson, for example, draws from 77 iy AN Net oy ON 

Cushing's accounts for his Tales of the Ko 8 hy at a I (Fens: 
The time has come for the name of North American Indians. \i I : ae Na bi va BOY a ey 

Frank Hamilton Cushing to be rescued Cushing’s style is lively nineteenth i I ii hall SA iy iA] (") Y PS 
from the obscurity where it has lan- century stuff, perhaps turgid to con- __- / WAN Ae | Hes 
guished for a generation; for Cushing temporary taste; but this fault his writ- NIN Seu ac a AUN NRESS a 
was a trailblazer in ethnological study. ing relieves by a vigorous personal OO e an a » 
In 1879, at the age of twenty-two, tone. It is this personal tone which an of eh | re 
three years after the battle of the Little makes Cushing’s writing so interest- jaa am AR bh A Nay A ANE 
Big Horn, he went to the American ing. Here is a man, the reader knows, Reale a Ae i A iM ENG i Nie ees 
Southwest under the sponsorship of with his wits about him, living among ea ta ; a i) Ae Be ees 
the Smithsonian Institute’s newly men very different from himself, and he a ae seis b ies sea 
formed Bureau of Ethnology, the from ourselves. We do not have to Wee at a teecuat a LIB NRO Lge NI aiegea 
Bureau’s first expedition. Cushing ferret out Cushing’s frame of refer- Ge ea hee LUNG ‘ 
planned a brief stay in the pueblo of ence, as from the bloodless attempts at SEEN NPG MD ON aS SOS AERLTOD { 
Zuni, last remaining of the fabled objectivity in recent anthropological any of the individual record trees 
seven “Cities of Cibola.” He remained writing. You know where Cushing as fs Nees apoealing volgen 
for four and one-half years. No doubt stands because he tells you. Cushing anyone Y app 5 
he would have stayed even longer had earns high praise from no less than With each eperiesiliciine amocon| 
he not supported Zuni interests Claude Levi-Strauss, whose own the locationorthe Wop three Wiesonaln 
against the rapacity of highly placed Tristes Tropiques bears a likeness to Cush- Seer alsecthe ‘namesck the 
government officials who threatened ing’s personal accounts. Levi-Strauss ee WuliGediccovered each: theres 
the Bureau with reprisals unlessCush- _—_ wrote: “Cushing’s insight and socio- ee ie aaron including Geass 
ing were removed. It is no wonder: logical imagination make him. . . one ference, height, and spread, as used b 
Cushing liked his Indians too much. of the great forerunners of social struc- the Aterican Rorecte Aecouistion & 
Not only did he take up Zuni dress, ture studies.” devermininedhe an and anidenne 
learn the Zuni language thoroughly, I like this book. It entertains like a cal listing a the ee Champion oF 
and push his way into places strictly novel while informing richly about the Aeon vale acing pamcain aoe 
off-limits to outsiders, making Zuni. Cushing’s observations about Mr Allien the editor an rohan! 
sketches of allhe saw—onetime,charg- Zuni religion and mythology are of sonaleNiadison arbors: he See 
ed with sorcery, he was threatened especial interest. We owe a vote of pletely researched all the Aaeatien 
with death; but Cushing himself actu- thanks to Jesse Green, native of Stan- onoutstindine trecs accumulaced’b 

ally took a scalp during askirmish with — ley, Wisconsin, now a professor of Walter’Seott and the Department - 
raiding Apache. There is field expe- ee cheats cee) University, Naturale Resources pele Toad anal 
rience! He came to sign his correspon- or making this material once again j 
dence: “Ist War Chief of Zuni, U.S. available. His introduction to the book Fe oe eee tee 
Asst. Ethnologist,” an arresting devel- is excellent. vareibyee Wisconsin Horieales Pro- 

opment. All of these facts he reports to Barry B. Powell, associate professor of classics fessor Edward Hasselkus, who is pres- 
us in his first major essay, here repro” at UW-Madison, has spent many years study- ent keeper of Wisconsin tree records, 
duced, entitled ‘Becoming an Indian. ing the material culture of North American has contributed a chapter which 
amongithe Pai pee Na tole Indians. explains how to measure big trees. The 

ing’s freewheeling style, he became in fe Ee eaten Uy ie pho 
the enda sort of hero to them. In 1938, WISCONSIN’S CHAMPION TREES: eee leed hi 8 e e aa ene. 
thirty-eight years after Cushing’s A TREE HUNTER’S GUIDE by R. such a eacat Blea ‘d Shit rote 
early death at age forty-three, the Bruce Allison and B-Wolfgang Hoff- eae diffi tt Ay ce Os 
Zuni still complained because “Cush- man; Wisconsin Books, Madison, Set, TRS BeSL vale likely 

eet Wokeg a Wis Aso 28 )ppi 36 96, to induce many persons to want to see 

was everything east of Texas.) An old By Olive S. Thomson Bee of these He ee for them- 
man, remembering, told an informant hunt or nee a y to Become tree 
at the same time that “What Cushy Complete data on the largest speci- san diee “ae : Fae oh Eee 
says, that is right.” mens of both the native and cultivated wa Baron pe aaa ae ak: 2 ae 

The principal selections in this an- species of trees growing in Wisconsin TBR E EGG room ledeats Sao b = 
thology, in addition to “Becoming an are compiled into this very carefully ae eee y Cote eee 
Indian,” are handsome portions of “Zu- edited and attractive book Wisconsin's G 
ni Breadstuff” and “Zuni Folk Tales.” Champion Trees. The personal nature of DRM Rei ree ah a Caen a 
“Zuni Breadstuff” offers wonderful this tree information and the excellent Olive S. Thompson revised the recent edition of 
information about Zuni crafts and photography which illustrates so Spring Flora of Wisconsin. 
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DOWN WISCONSIN SIDEROADS the author to a wildlife conservation family when at the age of twenty- 
by Clay Schoenfeld; Tamarack Press, fund. I hope the book enjoys success. three she bore an illegitimate child, she 
Madison, Wis., 1979. 201 pp. $7.95. 22ST igri sao a NT EDO Cae RL Se became independent, building her 

Sharon M. Mulak, a librarian at the State house, herding her flock, and estab- 
By Sharon M. Mulak Historical Society of Wisconsin, searches for lishing herself as a midwife. Over the 

Wisconsin sideroads on weekend trips. years she has delivered nearly 12,000 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison CERI aga SORES MME =P | babies, including some who weighed 
professor who studied under Aldo two pounds at birth and survived. 
Leopold has written another book LA PARTERA: STORY OF A MID- The author concludes with a sum- 
about his beloved Wisconsin outdoors. | WIFE by Fran Leeper Buss; University mary of a century of health care in 
Clay Schoenfeld, the only American of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1980. northeastern New Mexico, a history 
university professor with the dual 140 pp. $6.95. marked by a fruitful partnership 
degree of journalism and ecology, gave between Hispanic healers and Anglo 
a taste of this book in his 1966 Wisconsin | By Ruth Abbott Schauer public health officers. The book con- 
Sideroads to Somewhere (Dembar Educa- tains photographs of the landscape, 
tional Research Services, Inc., Madi- In 1975 Fran Leeper Buss, who now the parteras, and their techniques of 
son, Wis.). There is the same pleasing serves as campus minister at Shalom, delivery and appendices containing 
blend of history, quotations from Center for All Faiths in Whitewater, brief biographies of the women, His- 
other authors, nature lore, andsound _was living in northeastern New Mex- panic and Anglo, who have for the last 
lessons about conservation. Some of ico, where she shared an appointment hundred years provided health care to 
the text is repeated from the earlier as a United Church of Christ minister the area. 
book (e.g., advice on searching for with her husband David. There she 

nightcrawlers), and it is the public at met the woman who became the sub- Ruth Abbot Schauer is professor of English 
large that is again addressed. ject of her book, a seventy-year-old and coordinator of Women’s Studies at UW- 

Sportspersons as well as nonhun- partera or midwife named Jesusita Whitewater. 
ters are both enticed to read this book, Aragon. a ae 
so the text does not fall into a maudlin La Partera is the life story of Jesusita 
rut. The fire of a gun dots the com- Aragon, but it is much more. It is a 
mentary of one who respects the earth- vivid picture of the Hispanic culture of 
bound creatures. The Canada goose “is San Miguel County, New Mexico, and oe 
no mere bird. . . . [It] is the symbol of it is the chronicle of fifty years of WB ae 
our untamable past, the cymbal in the health services provided largely by yp) wy, 
orchestra of evolution” (p. 35), but it is women: the parteras, the curanderas, y LE 
also within firing range of the admir- experts in herbal remedies, and the f j ZA B 
ing hunter. medicas, whose healing techniques were wD Peo * + 

An undercurrent of poetry flows more advanced, as well as the Anglo fy l 6 
through the author’s words, and it is doctors and public health nurses with y Catt rie Plarman, 
easy to slide into a daydream of foot- | whom they worked. F WA) Cabtrme Moll. 
loose days down in the author’s La Partera begins witha vivid account y a Whabrrpiacusel 
haunts. One also learns from the of life in Las Vegas, New Mexico, |) iN IN 
author: trout management, ice fishing, where Jesusita Aragon now lives and i" : 
the evolution of the fishing pole, the an evocative description of Trujillo, Hs 
habits of the white-tailed deer, and the community forty miles to the east fa A 
Schoenfeld’s irritation withruralland- where she lived as a child and young sh eae 
owners who fail to respect the envir- adult. Now nearly abandoned after — iN : s Cc & onment are only a sampling of the sub- many years of drought, the area was 5 5 SS 
jects about which he instructs. once a rich farming community. Hav- ld N Oy 

Tributes are paid to people (Aldo ing set the stage, Buss then allows 
Leopold, Walter Scott, Florence Peter- _ Jesusita Aragon to tell her story in her 
son) as muchas to environmental edu- own words, a wise choice since the 
cationasa fieldofstudy.Somereaders “uncorrected” speech of this woman 
may not enjoy the author's style, par- | who was the first of her family to 
ticularly in the “Letters From a Lobby- speak English is direct and moving. 
ist” section. It is Schoenfeld’s acknowl- Jesusita Aragon’s story is one of 
edgements to the land and its people great hardship and even greater 
and animals, presented in both serious accomplishments. Her mother died at 
and jocular styles, that will probably the age of thirty-four, having borne 
attract many types of readers. “Nub- eight daughters of whom three sur- 
bins” of this book have already seen _ vived. Jesusita, the eldest, was given 
print in a variety of publications. the responsibilities of a son—working Erratum 
Another asset isimmediately apparent _ in the fields, herding animals on horse- Nancy Lurie, curator of anthropology 
on the cover and throughout the book, back, and shearing sheep. From her at the Milwaukee Public Museum, 
that being the fine black-and-white grandmother she learned the art of the wrote to identify the man in the cover 
drawings by Daniel P. Metz. Royalties _partera, making her first delivery alone photo of the September issue as Wal- 
from this book are being donated by — whenshe was fourteen. Cut off by her lace Pjawasita, Menominee. 
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continued from page 2 Active in such Elm Grove community 
activities as church, women’s club, 

Dale O’Brien and his wife Helen live in PTA, and drama at the Sunset Play- 
a modest 8,000 square foot remodelled house, Shirley Kersey is an assistant 
garage in Spring Green. Their farm in Lh professor of education at UW-Parkside 
Iowa County is now the site of the (Va 5 Pay ) in Kenosha. She has published numer- 
American Players Theatre. (" (>) ous articles on counseling and the his- 

Before settling in Iowa County in —/ tory of education. Currently she is 
1972, Mr. O’Brien owned a consulting ( x S writing and teaching about the history 
firm in Chicago. For many years, he c7- of girl’s and women’s education in the 
served as director of public relations Western world. 
and advertising and a member of the Bi: 
board of editors of Encyclopaedia Bri- Og 
tannica. He has been president of the Vy i 
Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, 

and Letters; president of the Society Shirley Kersey 
for Contemporary American Art at 
the Art Institute of Chicago; and pres- John Lehman 
ident of the Chicago Chapter of the 
Public Relations Society of America. 

Dale O’Brien : 
A ii ne John Lehman lives with his wife and 

eee * | | two children in an old house on the I / 
a ee Tre | 23 = east side of Madison. His cartoons can ~~ 
ie : iF r) =) 4" be seen in many Wisconsin publica- 7 ; 
ie E p LEE) | Ee tions. He also publishes poetry. John tas 
Of OH 3 7 _sihas a degree in Great Books from ony a rs , 

i Pik ee Notre Dame and a M.A. in education. a 
a acai “2 onesie He taught in Michigan before moving -_ {* 4 

A ee to Madison. a 7 
no ‘i oe oy 

Pk ‘ 4 | a 

We an David Mladenoff, a former graduate Lo 
rae ; } student in landscape architecture at Of ‘ 
i : : «eS UW-Madison, now lives in Olympia 
a oe © Washington. The photograph accom- | 

7 SRN i mi Ki J ‘ panying the essay on winter comes r 

: ii 3 : =3 Ki A one pone Pee eo ag Sally Behr is working for her master’s 
. of fine arts in photography at the UW- 

3 . = ee: Madison. Recently she has won prizes 
Phil Kallas was born in Beaver Dam ee . from a local gallery and the university 
and graduated from the state ees |. _ ~~ for her photographs. Of her work 
sity at Stevens Point in 1969, wit a oo | Sally says, “My compositions demon- 

majoy an. history and miner ue oy a strate my sense of humor. I believe 
graphy. Following military service  £ __—_—_—__ good photography has a liveliness; you 

yabaine th ist prone ee he i F . _—__ should be able to feel the photographer 
the! REPUbUc: OF Sout aetnamt ie a aa — | behind the picture.” She works in 
returned to Wisconsin State Univer- _ aw | en f color, and the photographs in this 
sty Stevens Point and took a M.A.T. og ) poy rl issue were originally in color. 
legree in education and history. For | eo a _ _ 

several years he and his wife Penny os e y _ 
owned and operated a book shop in a \ a oe 
Stevens Point. At present, Phil Kallas = @# , f _ 
is the vice-president of the Portage a = v4 ro Michael McGuire studies photo- 
County Historical Society and the Por- fg Sr ee graphy at UW-Madison. “These pho- 
tage County coordinator of the Wis- me a _ tographs’”—he explains —“deal with 
consin State Old Cemetery Society. i two images on a contact sheet and all 

that implies. The movement of the 
subject, the movement of the photo- 
grapher, and the juxtaposition of the 
two frames are all methods of com- 

Phil Kallas municating another facet of the scene.” 
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Ear par] Flt. 

NAG Oe 
eae Mc BRE RG, oe 
Vad V ge al 1} 7 ae a 
oe 3 Hae ea #3 

PANES! Inside the Academy \ | ee , a 
mn: ok SA 
TT: oO ©=— 6 ie 

4) 1 1 Ne . ae 
WA ARDY B Seema Ep 
\RE. . ey x 3 we 

VARs Laie hoy 
aa : : oro aes 

i) See | r BO CMe 

. ey (out Ibudget of the Acad ; a 1 ; or the annual budget of the Academy; _ E. oH 
on not dotting the 1S anything in excess of that amount is bo Be. ae | at 

be retained for growth purposes. Once | “RR > ate 
ie bee roerg tes fee of ee is 4 ne eh als 
igured in, there is only about $43,000 — aad _ 

By James R. Batt that can be counted oh in 1981. J aa — a 
Suddenly, the million-dollar-Acad- CAE _ x 

emy that everyone talked about when i od 
“It was said of Sarah, Duchess of the Steenbock bequest became known aa : 
Marlborough,” wrote Horace Walpole a few years ago. . .suddenly, things a 
in a letter dated 1785, “that she never don’t seem quite all that rich. (Not f 
puts dots over the i’s, to save ink.” included in this reference to the endow- ‘ 

For the past five years or so, the ment, but an asset nonetheless, is ; - 
Academy has not been dotting the i’s. Steenbock Center, the Academy head- ‘ & 
Like many of the rest of us, individuals quarters. The building, along with its ii E ie é 
and institutions alike, the Old Girl furnishings and equipment, have a 
(110 this year) has fallen upon hard __ value of perhaps $200,000.) 
times. Relatively speaking, to be sure. So, you see, what we have, essen- 
Relative, for example, to what is for- tially, is the $43,000 from the endow- 
ever referred to as “the depths of the ment, $20,000 to $25,000 (depending 
Depression,” the Great One, that is. on how optimistic you want to be) in 
And relative to the time when the _ anticipated membership dues, and the = : ; 
Academy operated out of the atticsand = remainder, primarily, in donations. Editor’s Note: Jim Batt’s column was 
the basements of its officers, back Income from programs, such as annual written in October; he concluded his 

when an annual budget of twoorthree — meeting and Junior Academy activity administrative service at the end of the 
thousand dollars was anextravagance. __ fees, is offset largely by related pro- following month. He was appointed as 

The problem with relativity, in the | gram expenditures. the first fulltime executive director of 
present instance, is that you can’t take What to do? Look for new funding the Academy in May, 1971. His diverse 
it to the bank. It can’t be deposited to sources? We are. At one time, the interests in many ways paralleled 
earn interest or dividends to help off- Academy received direct appropria- those of the organization. For exes 
set the $40,000 in gifts needed by the tions from the state of Wisconsin. An ple, in the course of his tenure with the 
end of 1980 if the Academy is to”keep appropriation request for 1981-82 has Academy he bye, president of the 
out of the red.” There is the distinct | been prepared by the Academy. Given National Association of Academies of 
possibility, or even the likelihood, that the economicconditions of theday,the Science (and recipient of its Distin- 
the full $40,000 will not be obtained. | Department of Administration’s re- guished Service Award) and a chair- 
Yet, use of the endowment principal sponse has been reasonably suppor- men of the Wisconsin Humanities 
(also known, in more loaded termi- tive. Whether anything comes of the Committee; a board member of the 
nology, as “dipping” into or “invasion” effort remains to be seen. Membership International Crane - Foundation, a 
of the endowment) cannot be toler- dues have been increased as well, re- director of the Council for Wisconsin 

ated over any length of time if the __ flecting still only a small portion of the Writers, and a trustee of Edgewood 
fiscal integrity and the very future of cost increases being borne by the College. He is both a fellow of the 
this institution are not to be com- Academy. Friends and foundations, American Association for the Advance- 

promised. business, industry, and, above all, the ment of Science and a published poet. 
What, then, are the options? membership itself—those who might He and his wife Dorothy reside at 630 
For one thing, it is painfully and be expected to care the most—are So. Segoe Rd., Madison, Wis. 53711. 

patently obvious that the Academy __ being asked to invest in the mission of 

needs a larger endowment. Its port- the Academy through their gifts and 
folio of stock and bond holdings has a grants. 
market value of about $800,000, Kindness can be costly, to be sure. 
depending on the market conditions of But as we seek to employ our financial 
the moment. Current policy is that and human resources in the best ways 
annual earnings of no more than six possible, let us do so not at the ultimate 
percent of the market value of the cost of reason nor in an atmosphere of 
principal annual earnings may be used fear.
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